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__c h a p t e r I
I N T R O D U C T I O N
1• Introduction •
Nuclear spectroscopy is that branch of nuclear physics 
x^hich is concerned- with the studies of the pronerties of nuclear 
energy levels* Mo n g  these 'oroperties are the energies of the 
levels, their spins and parities, the multipolarities of the 
gam'a rays due to the tnnsition between the two levels and 
the partial decay probabilities. In ado it ion to these pro'^ e^r- 
ties the aim of the nucl.ear spectroscopist is also to determine 
the detailed nuclear properties such as nuclear coupling 
schemes
I'Shen a radioactive nucleus decays into a stable nucleus, 
it can do so by emitting one or more of the following particles* 
Electrons, positrons, x-rays and gamma rays. For heavy radio­
active nuclei alpha decay competes with the beta decay. A. 
neutron enriched isotope will always decay by the emission of 
electron and a neutron deficit radioactive isotope will decay 
either by the emission of positron or by electron capture 
process. An isomeric state can decay by the emission of gamma 
rays or conversion electrons. By studying the nature of these 
transitions the properties of energy levels can be inferred.
The gamma transitions between two levels are governed
3
by the following selection rules
A  7^ =:  ^ L^_
=  (j-lj for E^ transitions
l-i
- Q-iJ for M^ transitions
(1)
where Jj_ and are the angular momenta of the initial and
final states 7C^  and 7^^ are the Parities of the initial ^nd 
final states, respectively, L is the angular momentum carried 
away by the radiation. The strength of the radiative transi­
tions is expressed in terms of the transition probabilities*
The expressions for the transition probabilities are model 
1-3dependent . The most generally used model is the single 
3
particle model • The estimate of the transition probabilities
3
on the basis of this model has been calculated by Vfeisskopf .
(2)
v/here the symbols have their usual meaning. For most of the 
practical purposes these estimates are useful for comparing 
the transition probabilities* The measurement of this par-’meter 
provides information about the nature of the transition.
3intensity measurements also give valuable information 
about the nature of the transitions involved. This in turn 
helps in assigning the spins and parities of the various 
excited states* Intensity measurements may also throw some 
light on the branching ratios, order of the levels, cascade 
gamma rays and partial half lives.
The de-excitation of a nadear bound level occurs by 
either of the tv;o processes, a gamma ray may be emitted or 
the nuclear excitation energy may be transferred to one of the 
orbital electrons which is then ejected from the atom. This 
later process is called internal conversion. The energy of 
the conversion electrons is given by the energy of the trans­
ition minus the binding energy of the electron. The ratio
of the total number of conver-sion electrons N to the number
e
of photons' Ny is called the total internal conversion co­
efficient
I N-e
=- - K T T -  (3)N i
For all radiative transitions the total conversion
coefficient is greater than zero. The study of the internal
conversion coefficient gives many details like mu!'tipolarities
of the transitions and their m^ixing ratios. Comparision of
the experimental values of the conversion coefficients with the
4 5
theoretically calculated values ’ gives information about the
4nature of the gamma rays v^hich is helpful in assigning
the spins and parities of the nuclear energy levels. The
precise measureraent of the internal conversion coefficient
6 7
also helps in verifying the static and dynamic nuclear 
structure effects*
The study of the beta decay process gives in-f'ormation
8—10
about the spin and parity of the nuclear energy levels 
It also gives information about the type of interact ■’on 
involved in the beta decay* After the verific?tion of the 
invariance of the time reversal^ and the non-conservation 
of parity"^^ in the beta decay, the number of possible 
experiments have increased. The angular correlation
experiments can deterrclne the matrix elements contributing . 
in the beta decay process if the shape of the spectrum and 
the log ft value of the beta transition are Icnovm.
A beta transition is classified as allowed or forbidden
from its comparative half life "ft” where f is a Fermi integral
function. The forbiddenness of a transition is determined
from the change in the spin and parity that occurs in the beta
decay. The spin arid parity are generally assigned after knowing
12
thejforbiddenness of the beta transitions from the experiments
In the allowed beta transitions the matrix elements
13 14
are determined by their log ft values ’ . In the first, for-
15
bidden beta transitions there are six matrix eJ em.ents con­
tributing to the beta decay. Therefore one requires six or more
measur#able parameters to determine them.
iissignments for spin and parity are done by several
methods. Measurement of angular correlation of cascade
16
gamma rays is also one of the important methods. This 
method can be used vjith those decay rjrocesses in which there 
are at least two successive cascade radiations. Even on 
this limitation, several useful informations can be derived 
from these measurements.
(a) If one of the gamma rays of a ga^’ma-gamHia cascade 
is mixture of two multipoles, both of which obey the selection 
rules of spin and Parity, then the angular correlation fun­
ction is very sensitive to the multi'oole admixtures, ^nc the 
relative nuclear phase of the transitions. From the angu] ar 
correlation measurements, the relative nuclear phase and 
the multipole admixtures can be accurately determined.
Cb) If a radioactive nucleus is subjected to an external
17
magnetic field , this may affect the anisotropy. By measuring 
the anisotropy of a gamma-gam-ia cascade in the magnetic field 
the nucleuT ’g-factor can be determined.
(c) From the measurement of angular correlation of the
17
radiations following a nuclear reaction , the coherent mixing 
of the intermediate energy levels can be determined.
From these considerations we see that angu’ar correl.ation
6measurements are very important. The work reported in this 
thesis on the gamma-gamma angular correlation was performed 
miainly to assign the spins and parities to the various excited 
states? to determine the characters of the radiations and to 
obtain the magnitude and sign of the mixing ratio' parameter 
^  , Combining this information with the information
available from other methods 5 like conversion coefficient, 
transition probabilities etc., unique assignments for spin and 
parity can be made.
2. Angular correlation of nuclear radiations '
The general theory of angular correlation was developed
16 1 *7by Biedenharn and Rose • Several review articles have since
been published. We give here a simpler treatment of the theory.
Let a nucleus decays through the cascade A->B-^C .
It emits two successive radiations R and R in the directions
and -n-2_ into solid angles correlation
function is given by UiC:Oj,-^ ,^)v;here Wl vol-Q_7^  is the
probability for the emission of the radiations and R^ into
solid angles d and d a t  angles-^-, and respec-
16 2 
tively . The correlation function can be expressed as
Legendre Polynomiial expansions of even or^er, i.e.
kl ^  K l C & ) =  A:y Py
where f^ '^Jare the Legendre PolynomiaJ s and are the coefficients
7vrhieh depend upon the spins and angular momenta of the 
involved state. This form of the correlation function wil3 
be used in the calculation. Here ^  refers to the angle between 
the directions of R- and R,.. The suiranation extends to 
where
(5)
here and Lg are the changes in spin v/hen the transitions 
take place from level A to B and then again from B to C, J-j,
J and Jg are the total angular momenta of the states A, P and 
C respectively.
In the angular correlation of nuclear radiations 
is usually taken 4. After normalization, equation (4) can 
be written in the form,
W(Q-) = 1+AgPg (cos ^  ) + A^P^ (cos e- ) (6)
Ag and coefficients are the char net eristic coefficients 
for the radiations because they deoend upon the spins, anguj ar 
momenta and their multipole admixtures. For g ga^ma-gamma 
cascade,
(i) (ii)
Ag - Ag Ag
. (i) (ii)
A4 " ^4 -^4 )
vjhere the superscripts (i) and (ii) refers to radiations R]_ and 
R2 respectively.
For pure multipole ga'n:ma rays eq.(7) can be written
18
in terms of the F coefficients
CLiLi X) ' CI-2.I-XT2TJ) (g)
If both the gaETia rays Fi^  and Rg are mixtures of the electric 
and magnetic multipoles, then the Ag coefficients are given 
by -
f^l ~  Fg^CUL, ^ Si F|CLi LiViJajj
f\'^  ~ -t- a, §2,
(Q)
where
_  Intensity of radiatiofl: L'
0
Intensity of radiation L
(10)
C^l L u ;  /
and L' > L
ez
Defining ft = — — ---
Eq. (9) can also be written in the convenient form,
ft'2 - C < - a o  I'a +  a{R,Ci'-fiO} Fg^diU-^^
+  6^1 (1 2)
(ii)
and the similar expression for can be written.
9Similarly the expression for in the case of pure multi­
pole gaKima rays can be written as,
when both the gainEia rays are mixtures of electric and 
magnetic multipoles, the coefficient is given by -
l\, = 1 5 Ci-iHU+i J • [  L4' 7.J)]
(13)
(14)
other terms in the expression for vanish ^ue to the
properties of F coefficients^^* The plot of Q-,
(x)
is an ellipse and Vs 0^  ^ is a straight line passing
through the origin. The values are directly proportional 
to the quadrupole content of the gamna transition and is 
insensitive to the phase of ^ . For different values of Q^,
Values of A^ can be calculated for arbitrary values of J-] ,
J and Jg. If the ga^r.a ray is pure, the quadrupole content 
in the second gamma ray Rg can be easily determined. The 
experimental values of (- ^2 ^  ’
where cr~ denotes the experimental error, are divided by the
(1) Ci)
theoretical values of A and A respectively, where Ap 
(i) ^ 4 ,
and A^ coresponds to the a^mir.a ray R 2.* resulting values
are compared with the single transition curve for the gamma
ray R 2 and thus the values of. 0^ are determined.
l#Jhen both the gamma ra;/s are mixtures of different 
multipoles, the experimental value of Ao is a product of two
10
terms which are char-'‘cterlstic of the two transitions* For
arbitrary values of spin angular momentum , J, L^,
L p  Lg and for the transitions and Eg a set of values 
C  ^ C x i )
of Ao A C3,n be calculated satisfying the equation-
2
These are plotted as an area betv/een equilateral
(I."")
hyperbolas. Various single transition mixture curves can be 
placed v/ith scales to coincide with the axis of the
graPh. By this arrangement a range of values of for the 
first transition will be correlated with the range of values 
Qg^for the second transition R^. In such cases additional 
information is alv/ays needed for making correct assignments- 
If multipole admixtures of one of the transitions is known 
from other methods, such as half life measurements, internal 
conversion coefficient measurements, nuclear alignment experi­
ments, then the unique assignments can be made for the other
(i) (ii) 
transition. The plots of vs' and vs Qg are
straight lines and are generally plotted in the same graph.
This analysis is quite sensitive to the nuclear phase S' .
3. ♦ Beta-gamma angular correlation :
The theory of the ^-/directional correlation was 
given by Alder, Stech and Winther^*^, Morita""^, Sotani and 
Ross^^j Steffens^^ and Buhring'^'^, the expressions of Kotani
11
and Ross^^ a.re particularlj?- useful for evaluating the 
experimental data on the first forbidden transitions, if 
finite nuclear size effects are neglected. The angular 
correlation function between a beta particle and a success­
ively Emitted ganrna ray is given by -
W C » .  ftny Pav(CS«&J
1^ =1 (3 6)
where ^ is the angle between the direction of the beta 
particles and the gaimr.a ray*
Pg < ^ s  the Legendre Polynomial. may be written as -
Axv =  ^ZV (17)
where for thej^-Y cascade A, -j -X Tg are
given by -
. i’ZyCLi'J
X u c l O  CIS)
L
where L and L' correspond to the total angular momentum 
carried away by the electron,-neutrino pair. The coefficient 
Fg^ and are listed in references 20, 21 and 22. The
factor A 2T)C(^^ ® f™ction of energy (w) of the beta
particles and the T)arameter C^J given by eq.(12).
The maximum value of y  is equal to the degree of for- 
biddenness, if higher order effects are neglected. There'*^ore,
12
for first forbidden iDcta transitions the /  directional 
correlation function has the form,
= 1  +  A^CyJ Pg^Cc^^J
-  1 +
(19)
where (20)
The energy dependence of G^ (vr) can be seen by measuring 
the beta-gamma angular correlation for beta r-!ys of particular 
energy range to ’/•I’-trd.W is called the differential angular 
correlation. The integral correlation is obtained when betq 
rays of all energies are detected. It is some times useful
to determiine the angular dependence of the correlation, for
example^to exclude the (cos &■ ) term in the beta-gamma
angular correlation., In the differential correjation the 
anisotropy is maxi’^num for and becomes isotropic when Tf=0.
The energy dependence of ^(w) can be written in the
form,
^  ^  ....... (21)V 1a /
where p is the electron momentum, and j3 are some coeffi­
cients which depend on the parameters of the nuclear matrix 
elements*
In the unique first forbidden beta transitions we 
have = +2 and ^ A =  -1. In this case only miatrix el.ement;
13
contributes. The beta-gamr.a angular correlation
o p
coefficient is given by
where Ai is a function of Z and . The coefficient
22
contains the geometrical Part of the beta transition. In 
the case of Q  O ca<Scacie, eq. (22) becomes -
where is the angular momentum coefficient which are tabu­
lated in reference 18. From the beta-gamma angular corre- 
latfon studies (differential as \’ell as integral), the for- 
bicdenness of the beta transition can be identified. After 
knowing the forbiddenness, the spins and parities of the levels 
involved in the transitions can be determined.
4 , ' ' Nuclear M-odels •
a) • Nuclear shell model
T T -.1 26-35Several nuclear moae-i-s have been proposed
to explain the observed low energy phenomenon like the spins
of the ground states, quadrupole and mangnetic moments of
light nuclei and the phenomenon connected with the magic num'- err
14
Shell model of the nucleus was proposed by/iayer gnd Jensen^^ 
to explain large amount of low energy experimental data*
In this model the nucleons are assumed to move independent 
of each other in com.non static potential with spin orbit 
coupling. The nucleons are supposed to be arranged in re­
gular shells obeying Pguli's exclusion principle. The 
nuclear potential experienced by a single neucleon within 
the nucleus due to the remaining nucleons consists three 
parts,
(24)
Th^first term is due to the usual central ootential, the
second term is due to the spin orbit coupling and the third /
term is '"ue to the residual interaction of all other nucleons.
Such an independent particle model can explain the experimental
facts like magnetic moments of lighter nuclei, ground state
spins and low lying level structure. However, this model cannot
explain the magnitude of quadrupole moments, ground state
spins of even-even nuclei in the mass region I'oO ^  ^  190
!
and A ^22.0 and the .transition probabilities in the- case of 
even-even nuclei.
b) Wilson model
Large deviations of th^measured magnetic mements 
from the Schmidt lines have suggested the existence of large 
nuclear deformations. The nucleus becomes essentially non-
15
spherical* The excitation of the nucleus can be explained
due to the rotation in free space. The nuclear equilibrium
27
shape is essentially^ axially symmetric with respect to 
reflection in a plane perpendicular to the symmetry axis and 
Passing through the centre of the system. For each rota­
tional band, there is a component of total angular momentum 
along the symmetry axis K. It is a characteristic of 
intrinsic configuration associated with this band. Every 
level of the shell model yields |-(2J+l) intrinsic levels 
with spin J. This splitting as a function of deforma­
tion Parameter 6 (which is the ratio of the difference in 
the maffor and minor axes of the nucleus to the average nuclear
q O
radius, ) has been plotted by Nilson assuming the
Ro
motion of the nucleons in an axially symmetric, non-spherical 
nuclear potential* This model has been successful in explai­
ning the properties of the low energy levels of the odd mass 
nuclei in the region 150 ^ 190.
c) Collective Model
In order to explain the large deviations of observed 
magnetic moments of the nuclei between ISO ^ 190 and
A 220, collective nuclear motion'^'introduced by Rainwater^^,
Bohr and Mottelson'^^, and Hill and Wheeler^^. In this model 
one describes the nucleus as a shell structure caPable of 
performing oscillations in shape and size. These collective 
oscillations involve variations of the nuclear field and
therefore strongly coupled to the nuclear motion. Rainwater29
16
gave the relation between the 'oartlcle motion and the 
nuclear surface deformation. The nuclear deformation is 
caused by the polarising action of the one or the several 
loosely bound nucleons to the rest of the nucleus. The 
further evidence for such a collective effect comes from 
'the enhancement of the E transition probabijities and the 
existence of rotational bands in a large number of nuclear 
sPectra*
Bohr and Mottelson^® suggested a collective model,
"The unified nuclear model", in which the nucleons move 
independently in a system of several particles held toge­
ther by their mutual attraction subjected to resiciual force 
w'hich is a slowly changing potential taking into account 
the variations of the shape and orientation of the nucleus 
as a whole. They have pointed out that the nuclear shape 
becomes non-spherical due to this collective motion, but 
essentially axially symmetric. The collective nuclear motion 
due to the coupling of intrinsic and rotatr'onal excitations 
can be distinguished when the degrees of freedom ch’^racter- 
ising the rotational excitation are smaller than that chara­
cterising the internal motion.
d ) Davyd ov a.nd Filippoy Model
Davydov and Filipov^^"^® have suggested a m.odel. 
for the deformed nuclei. In this mo5el they assume that the 
rotation of the nucleus takes place without a change of its
1 7
intrinsic state. The equilibrium shape of the nucleus can 
be represented a triaxial ellipsoid. The equilibrium 
shape of the nucleus is determined by the "oarameters 
and which are related to the body fixed coordinates
a„ . which determine the sha'oe of the nucl'eus,
a „  po r»
(x-i -  =  o
_ Q_—? =■ SWi. Vo
a  21 -  ^ (2 6 )
The three axes of the e.llipso.M used to describe the 
shape of the nucleus are given by,
(27)
For the fixed value of |g^ , varying from 0 to 7^/3, the
shape of the nucleus changes from a prolate to pn oblate 
Ellipsoid, Yo = 30° corresponds to a shape between prolate 
and oblate ellipsoid of revolution. Such an axially 
asymmetric model has been found quite suitable in explaining 
the rotational levels of the deformed even-even nuclei, the 
large electric quadrupole moments gnd the transition strengths
o ^
of electric monopole transitions »
18
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CHAPTER II
E y P E R I M E K T A L T E C H N I Q U E S
1. SPECTROMETEE SEl^TIEG
a ) Mounting of the Wal (Tl) Crystals •-
Kounting- of the Wal (Tl) crystal is a very important 
work in the techniques of nuclear spectroscopy. To have good 
resolution of a spectrometer, the mounting of the crystal 
should be very carefully done The cylindrical Nal (Tl)
crystals purchased from Harshaw Chemical Co. vrere polished 
anc^mounted inside a dry box v/here the relative humidity was 
less than 8;C. The free Iodine and moisture adhered with the 
crystals were removed by rubbing them with the zero grade sand 
paper. All the surfaces exce-pt that to be coupled with the 
photomultiplier tube were left rough. This surface was poli­
shed with the tissue paper after making it wet with acetone.
The polished crystals were than sealed in thin aluminium cans.
Dry aluminium oxide powder was sprayed uniformly in the 
aluminium can before sealing. This layer of aluminium oxide 
will reduce the compton scattering in the crystal casing. The 
polished crystal face was then sealedjwith araldite after coupling 
it with the perfectly smooth thin glass plate. The mounted 
crystals were then optically coupled with the Dumont 6292 
photomultn)5Lier tubes, with the DC 200 Silicone Oil. The energy
resolution of these crystals \ia.s 9% for the 662 keV gamma rays
3
of Cs • Anthracene crystals were polished in the same way 
and coupled to the photomultiplier tube using thin (5 mg/cm^ )
22
aluminium foil as a reflector and light shield. The crystal 
cansand the mumagnetic shields were properly earthed to 
minimise the spurious counts.
t
b) Linear Amplifier -
Tv70 La 600B type linear Amplifiers were purchased 
from Eldorado Electronics Corporation, U.S.A. This linear 
Amplifier is patterned after the 0RNL-DD2 type nonblocking, 
double line linear pulse amplifier^* The amplifier has a 
maximum gain of 40000 and is designed to receive the RC tail 
end pulses* The amplifier converts these R.C.Tail end pulses 
into positive pulses which are immediately followed by their 
negative reflection. The purpose of this double differen­
tiation is to eliminate the base line shift which generally 
occurs, in an RC coupling net work when the positive area is 
not equal to the negative area* Such shifting of the input 
with the delay lines makes it efficient at high counting 
rates. The^.mplifier has its high gain, good stability, wide 
gain control range, good linearity at all gain settings and 
counting rates*
The amplifier is also accompanied with- a D-13 type 
discriminator, vjhich is designed to accept the positive pulses 
of the amplifier. It has been designed to accept the second 
pair of pulses by the time the linear amplifier has recovered 
from the first. The pulse requirement of this discriminator 
are approximately 0.5 ^ sec rise time qnd pulse width of 1.2
lO oi tCi \o h-
S:
g
O
o i
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sec. The linear amplifier LA 600B provides the proper 
pulse shapes for the D-13 discriminator.
c) White Cqthode Followers -
The input pulses of the La 600B amplifier should be 
long tail pulses ('2? 100 fisec. at the base of either polarity) . 
These pulse requirements are matched by white cathode followers • 
The output of these cathode follQwers is a long tail pulse 
with minimum nonlinearity. The output impedance of this cathode 
follower is about 200 ohms, which is also the input require­
ment of La 600B amplifier for impedance matching. The circuit 
diagram of the cathode follower along with the base connections 
of the photomultiplier tube is shown in fig.l.
d ) High Voltage Power Supply Units
The stability of a sci^ntillation spectarometer mainly 
depends upon the stability of the high voltage power supplies. 
Since the gain of the photomultiplier tube depends upon the 
potential of its dynodes, a variation of only 0,1% in the high 
voltage will change the gain of the photomultiplier tube and 
the whole scintillation spectrum will be disturbed. Therefore, 
a stabilized power supply is always iieeded. Two high voltage 
power units type HV 200 were purchased from Bhabha Atomic 
Research Centre Trombay, Bombay. The stability of these units 
was tested for continuous runs and were found all right. The 
variations in the outout voltage corresponding to the input 
voltage Variations were less than 0.05^. This test was made
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by varying the input A.C. voltage from 180 to 250 volts 
and the power units did not show any markable change in the 
output voltage.
e) Coincidence Circuit -
The diagram of the coincidence circuit is given in 
Fig* 2» The negative output pulses from the LA 600B ampli­
fiers were inverted and p.mplified by a single tube amplifier. 
These oulses were used to trigger the pulse shaping circuits* 
The pulse shaping circuit is a blocking oscillator giving an
output pulse of standard shape and size. These pulses are
8fed to the grid of a 6BN6 gated beam coincidence tube through 
a Cathode follower and H'I34 crystal diode. Both the channels 
are exactly similiar except a variable delay in one of the 
channel. This delay is introduced in the channel after the 
cathode follower stage. Since the delay line distorts the 
pulses, they are again shaped by a similiar blocking oscillator 
pulse shaper. The 6BN6 gated beam tube gives very good reso- 
g
lutions , the resolving time of this sriectometer was set equal 
to 0.15 [A. sec. The resolving time was adjusted by changing the 
operating t)oint of the 6EK6 tube by the cathode bias and the 
width of the input positive pulses. The resolving time of the 
coincidence circuit was tested by random coincidence method. 
This value was further checked by introducing accurately known 
delays in the channels. The output of the coincidence circuit 
was taken through a simple 6aKS cathode follower. The
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coincidence spectrum when analysed by the twenty channel 
analyser was gated by a SJ6 univibrator gate. The output 
pulses of the gate are of 2 j^ sec width and 25 Volt height, 
which is the input reauirement of the twenty channel analyser. 
The block diagram of the electronics is shown in figure 3.
2. ANALYSIS OF THE SPECTRUM
a ) S cintillation Spectrum
When a gamma ray interacts with the Nal (Tl) crystal, 
it looses its energy mainly due to three types of interactions, 
photoelectric effect, compton scattering and pair production.
A monoenergetic gamma ray source will give a photopeak corre­
sponding to incident energy, compton continium with a sharp 
edge, a back scattered peak and an escape peak corresponding 
to the incident energy minus the K x-ray energy of Iodine.
The resolution of the scintillation spectrometer is one of 
the most important parameters in the scintillation spectoscopy. 
This is defined in terms of the quantity ^  where A E  is 
the full width at half maxima of a peak occuring at pulse 
height E. The resolution of the scintillation spectrometer
9
depends upon the statistical uncertainties arising due to -
i) number of photons emitted per scintillating 
event in the crystal,
ii) number of emitted photons that are incident on the 
photocathode,
iii) number of photoelectrons emitted by the cathode per 
incident photon, and
[E rC M eV )]
P e r c e n t r e s o l i / t i o n  }or the NaKTl)
sc in tiila tion  spectrometer.
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iv) the secondary emission rate at each succeeding 
dynode. A detailed treatment of the shape and 
width of the line h-s been discussed by Breiten- 
berger^. With some assumptions the square of the 
resolution is of the form -
 ^ ..... (1)
vrhere and are constants* The first term arises 
due to the properties of the crystal and the optical coupler. 
The second term depends upon the statistical uncertainties 
occuring in the photomultiplier tube. The plot of resolution
versus is a straight line with a positive intercept
at = 0 . Fig. 4 shows the plot of resolution versus
E
for some monoenergetic sources with the present spectrometers.
For studying the gamma ray spectrm the sources were
always prepared in the perspex cells with a cylindrical cavity.
Such an axial source situated at the origin and perpendicular
to the plane of the counters is supposed to be best for angular
10
correlation and efficiency measurements
b) Compton edges qnd Backscattered peg.ks
In a gam^ia ray spectrometer the compton edge and the 
back scattered peak for an incident gamma ray energy E^ , are 
given by the equations
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E (2)
(3)
Fig. 5 shows the energies of the Compton edge and 
backscattered peaks for the|incident gamma ray energies from 
100 keV to 1.2 MeV. These curves have been dravm from 
eqs. (2) and (3). The Compton edge corresponds to the maximum
energy that can be imparted to the electron by the garnma ray.
The backscattered peak corresponds to the energy of the 
photon that has been scattered through 180° in the material
surrounding the detector. The intensity of the Compton edge
is always large in small size crystals. The intensity of the 
backscattered peak depends upon the amount of the scattering 
material present around the detector. This can be reduced to 
minimum by having low Z material around the crystal detector.
c) EsC8Pe Peak
While analyzing the gamma ray st^ectrum, one should 
take into account the escape peaks. In a Nal (Tl) crystal 
escaPe peak corresponding to energy (Ey - 28.4keV ) will be 
present because of the escape of the Iodine K-x-ray. It was 
shown by Axel^^ that the ratio of the escape peak intensity 
to that of the photo peak intensity mainly depends upon the 
energy of the Incident gam'ua ray, geometry of the detector
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and the size of the crystal. The escape peaks are important 
below gamma ray energy of 160 keV. At higher energies the 
resolution of the spectrometer is insufficient to distinguish 
a separate escaPe peak. The contribution of the escape peak 
must be taken into account while obtaining total gamma ray 
Intensity. The escape peak correction was determined for 
the present set up from the expressions of Axel and was 
always applied to obtain the total gamma ray intensity.
d ) Detection efficiency of the crystal -
For absolute scintillation counting the detection 
efficiency of the crystal should be accurately kno-^ /n. The 
total detection efficiency of the crystal depends upon the size 
and the shaPe of the crystal, the distance between the source 
and tbe crystal, and the energy of the gamma rays. Knowing 
the linear absorption coefficient for Nal (Tl) crystal, theo­
retical eurves have been calculated for intrinsic efficiency 
( G  ). It is defined as -
r  i ^
t  =  1 - e  (4)
'Jhere ^  is the total absorption coefficient for Nal (Tl) 
crystal and 'd' is the average distance traversed by the 
gamma ray in the Nal (Tl) crystal. It is more easy to 
determine the relative efficiency where ^  is the
intrinsic efficiency of the gamma counter and cO is the solid 
angle subtended by the source at the crystal. Theoretical
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curves may be calculated for various source distances for 
a given size of Nal (Tl), knowing the linear absorption co­
efficient for the Nal (Tl) crystal for various gamma raj'’ 
energies. Fig* 6 shows the plot of absolute gamma ray 
detection efficiency of the 4.4 cm X 5.1 cm size Kal (Tl) 
crystal when the source is placed at distances 1 cm, 5 cms
and 10 cms. ei3.e. These curves have been ta’-en from
12
the results of Vegors et al
e) Calculation of Intensities -
To calculate the relati'^e intensities of the various
gamma rays, it is necessary to know the photo areas under each
gamma ray. ¥ith the help of standard sources of gamma,mys
(Co^^, etc.), unknown sPectra are analysed by the stripping
13
procedure . The number of counts under each photo pe'^ .k are
determined. An estimate of the probability that a gamma ray
may be completely absorbed to give a pulse under the photo 
peak is determined by plotting the photo/total areas for 
monoenergetic gamma ray sources. Fig. j shows the experimental 
photo peak efficiency of the Nal (Tl) crystal used, along with
the theoretical curve which was Obtained by plotting ( ^  /
 ^ versus energy.
f) K-Conversion Coefficient -
Whenever a gamma ray is internally converted, it 
gives conversion electrons. These conversion electrons are 
accompanied by the K, L orM x-rays depending upon whether
mLeod SW««\di
Movable Counter
“•Leod Shield
Fi)te<J Counter
- • —  Mu,- w a g y \« H c  S,Vv-ieV<i
ShicldirJ^r A rran^enaent for Nq I Cll) C ry sta l -.7,
f -
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conversion takes place in K, L or M shell respectively.
AS the energy of the L and M x-rays are very small, so 
it is not possible to measure the L. and M conversion co­
efficient with the scintillation spectrometer. However the 
energy of the K X-ray for the medium and heavy nuclei is 
sufficient so as to be easily detected with the scintillation 
spectrometer. From the intensity of the K-x-ray peak it is
possible to find the total number of K-x-rays emitted by
14
the source after applying the flourescence yield and absorption 
corrections. Similarly the number of unconverted gamma rays 
can also be calculated after applying various corrections*
The|tC-conversion coefficient c<^ ^is then equal to -
, Total number of K-x-rays
=
Total number of unconverted gamma rays
g) Gamma Rav Transition Probabilities -
For all practical purposes the transition proba- 
t
bilities in the single particle model are used. A compar is ■'.on
of the experimental and theoretical transition probabilities
for an assumed multipole gives an idea of the multipolarity
of the transition. The transition probabilities for the
electric and magnetic transitions for a single proton in the
15
single Particle model are given by -
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x ' , T _  c. ■ i » C L n ) _  / ^  \  \  ( ' f ^ L - j = W a ^ H
^ ~  L C C 2 L + 1 ) ! ! ] ^  lL-^2J ll97Mxvj L n )  (5)
where S is the statistical weight factor. It is convenient
to define a reduced transition probability S  which depends
0
on the multiple matrix elements* The transition probability 
is related to 6  through the relation^^ -
_  S 7 . C U O  r..
^ ( - c i  . ( 3 )
For different nuclear models the expressions for reduced
transition probability are different. The reduced transition
X6
probability in the Bohr and Mottelson model is given 
by -
5 ( e  ) =  J i -  e V t
^ 2~j  32  7^  C 2c 2 :J+ S')
J+2.-=»:r
6  C E x )  =  a ?  2 k ^ w - j o
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is the deformation parameter S'  ^ziR is the diff-
Ro
ence between the major and minor axes of the|iucleus.
and '^/v are the intrinsic and rotational gyromagnetic factors.
The reduced transition probability between two colle-
17
ctive states i and f in the Davydov and Fillippov model 
is given by -
ft SJ«ia.-N'
where is the m"^  ^ component of the electric quadrupole
moment, m and m^ . are the initial and final number of polar­
ization states of the nucleus. In particular the reduced 
transition probability for the transitions from the first 
2'*’ excited state to the ground state is -
B t B a . a T - O  =  - M  ^ r.g
a I 3 -  S (9)
where 6(0 ^
|3^ and Y q are the parameters which determine the
deviations of the nuclear shape from the axial symmetry.
3. m GHLMl correlation STUDIES
The angular correlation apparatus consists of two 
detectors whose distances from the source can be changed 
One of the detectors w^s fixed and the other detector could 
move in a horizental plane. The movable detector was moved 
by manual operation. The sources were always prepared in
9lKeV
f :
/r^/2
Gcrmma spectri/m  o j N d
5 9 9  / < e y  o a m m a - r a ^ .
• 2 S «
P ulse H eight in v o l t s
m
w  coir)ciJence ivifh
least /z£  of 9h9/ Ke\^  cascade cm^afar carrelatzon.
operspex cells of cylindrical cavity and were placed at the 
point of intersection of the axes of the two crystal detectors. 
Th^singles counting rate of the movable detector was noted at 
Various angular positions. This rate was always found constant. 
The coincidence counting rate at symmetrical angular positions 
around 180® was measured. It was always found to be equal 
within statistical limits. The strength of the source was 
so adjusted that the true to chance coincidence ratio was as 
high as possible. The coincidence counting rate at each angle 
was normalised dividing by the singles counting rates and 
Ng and multiplying by (180°) and Ng (180°). The attenuation 
of the angular correlation due to the extranuclear fields have 
been assumed to be small because the experiments were performed 
with the liquid sources. The attenuation due to time dependent 
fields is negligible because of the slow coincidence circuitry 
( 27-= 0.15 ^  sec), Before taking up actual/^ases the apparatus 
was tested for the anisotropy of the 1170 - 1330 keV cascade
of Co^^.
a) Least Square Fit of the Data -
The least square fit of the data was made to the 
equation -
V.yv\.
( e \  ^
(10)
The coefficients, which are the most probable values
18
for the given data are obtained from
 ^ ^ (11)
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where ux are the normalised coincidence counting rates,
are the statistical weights attached to for a fixed time
of counting. In the present case Cox =  _L , where cn is
the standard deviation of is the ^th Legendre
tjh
polynomial of i angle. The first derivative of each 
variable of equation (_!]) should be zero and are given by -
S  =  °  (12)
By solving these three equations, the three unknown 
coefficients ? o(o ^sn be evaluated. Putting
these values in equation (10) the least square fitled curve 
can be obtained.
b) Calculation of Errors -
Errors are verj- important in the angular correlation
co-efficients* System-^.tic errors in the angular correlation
18
co-efficients ■=re calculated by method of Rose vjith the 
help of the following expression -
=  S e  %  (13)
where Q  is a matrix defined by
C|
(14)C = A W A
Here Ca}> is a diagonal matrix. A  is the transposed matrix 
of A  . For three angle data GO and A  are given by -
/
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t h
In equation (13), is the cofactor of element
2.
of the determinant lc\. is the residual vari^.nce of
the least square fitted curve and is a goodness, of fit
19
parameter for the particular angular correlation experi­
ment. It is defined by the following equation -
_  J L  y
OfW-C. ^  (19)
where m is the number of data points and 1 is the number
. th
of co-efficients, are the observed counting rate at i 
!
position and the least square fitted counting rate. The 
above computed errors take into account systematic and 
statistical errors. For the three angle data the errors are 
only statistical errors* One can write -
p<<2 , CrCc<2.)A <2. ■+ A A 2, c=. — •+
o<,
C^ 4 -f- (20)
A 4 ±  ^ ^ 4  -
Equation (2O) gives the most probable values of Ag 
and obtained from experimental data. These Ag and A^ 
values are also to be corrected for the solid angle correction 
given in the next section.
c) Correction for the Finite Solid Angle of the Detector - 
Finite solid angle subtended by the detector causes the 
smearing of the angular correlation function. The experimen­
tally measured correlation coefficients have to be corrected 
for this effect. The correction fpctor for the coefficient 
is given by -
37
(i)
tlhere G-j^  ^ Is the correction factor due to the
(il)
detector number 1 and is the correction factor due
to detector number 2. For calculating Gg;^  factor we assume 
here that the efficiency ^  of the detector is q function 
of the energy of the radiation and the angle ^  between the 
counter axis and the direction of the propagation of gamma 
ray for the cylindrically symmetric counter.
In general - / Jo
.here ^ ^ A .
Herei?^ , is the angular rad:.us of the detector following
18
Rose's notation. These correction factors are determined
for the size of the crystal used in the geometry of the
20
detectors
d ) Corrections in the ft.ngular Correlation -
For thick scintillators (Anthracene crystals)
one can assume £ to be independent of angle ^  . For
21
such cases Breitenberger has calculated these correction 
factors which ar^given by the expressions - 
G a  r = X [ ; i + 2 O 6 0 ( +  0»6 2o<J
(23)
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whereof is the angular radius of the netector.
e) Corrections due to the Finite Size of the Source - 
In most correlatioii experi:nents the source size
can be chosen in sUch a v/ay that no correction for the size
of source is necessary. The only source size correction
that has been treated rigoi^rously is due to axial sources^
i.e.,the line source located at the origin and oriented
perpendicular to the plans of the counters* In the present
experimental work v;e prepared thin cylindrical sources with
10
an 'axial symmetry . No correction is applied for the 
finite size of the source.
f) Correction for the Backscattering of ^  rays -
22
The back scsittering factor F, for the beta rays 
is the ratio of the counting rate with and without the sca- 
tterer, which can be written as -
F  =  1 + i .  =  1
To J  (24)
where  ^ ^  ^
^
here I^ and 1^  ^are the beta intensities w ‘!th and v/ithout 
the backscatterer, d is the thiclmess of the backseatterer, 
is the mass absorption coefficient (cm^/gm) ^nd ^  is 
the- absorption coefficient/of the backscattered radiation.
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For cases reported in the present work, a thin cellotape 
( 6 mg,y/ cm"^ , Z = approximately 6 ) after removing the 
gum w"S used for prep'aring the beta sources. With the 
help of the above expression the back scattering factor 
was found to be = 1.025 .
g) Correction for the Inner Bremsstrahlung Effect -
Inner bremsstrahlung associnted with high energy
beta rays may give rise to photons of appropriate energy.
This could cause a coincidence and may simulate a
correlation if the energies are appropriate. The relative
number of inner bremsstrahlung photons i^ er beta decay is
quite small. The angular correlation of inner-bremsstrahlung
23
with the beta rays as observed by Novey is strongly peaked 
around 30°. There is practically no correlation at an angle 
180° to the beta particles. The interfer/ences in the 
anisotropy due to this effect is very small and lies within 
thyexperimental errors. Therefore this effect was not taken 
into account.
40
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1 • Radioactive deca.y of Nd___-
a) Introduction
14-7 14-7
The decay of Kd to the levels of Rn has
1-12
been studied by several authors • A tentative decay scheme
1 3
has been proposed by Hans and Gunye et al . There are still
some discrepancies regarding the second 91 keV gamma ray in
the decay scheme of Wendt and Kleinheintz® proposed a
level at 182 keV on the basis of their measured log ft- values
and betji. intensity ratios* The beta group feeding this level
was reported to be (10.4 n -  'Iccording to their level scheme, •
this level decays by the emi^iission of two 91 keV ganma rays
3in cascade. Gunye et al Put an upwer limit of to the
147
population of this level by the beta decay of Kd on the
basis of their gamma -- gann'ia coincidences and absorption
11 12 
experiments. Recently Hill and IfJidenback and Jacob et al
have suggested that there is no level at 182 KeV. These
workers have performed simple gamma-gamma coincidences by
triggering v/ith 91 keV y -ray» Although they get a peak at
91 keV in coincidence with 91 keV, but they suggest that there
is only one 91 keV transition, without giving any reBSonabl.e
explanation. vJe have measured the efficiency of the Nal(Tl)
crystal for the 91 keV gam a ray in the 91 - 91 keV coincidences,
so as to see the existence or nonexistence of the second 91 keV
gamma ray which comes from the level at 182 keV. By comparing
43
the experimental value of the deteBtion efficiency with 
thevaluie given in the litj^erature for the standard geometry, 
we find that there are two 91 keV gamiaa rqys in cascade and 
the percentage of the beta group feeding the level at 182 keV 
is (10+2 )5^ .
147
Spin assignments to the levels of Pm have been
m8,de on the basis of calculated log ft values of the beta
6
transitions by Wendt and Kleinheintz and nuclear alignment
13
experiments by VJestenbqrger and Shirley • Some assignments
have also been made on the basis of directional correlation
experiments by Arya •, Bodenstedt and Saraf et al • Vfendt
6
and Kleinheintz have assigned the spins 7/2, 5/2 or 7/2
10
to the levels at 91 keV ar^ d 182 keV respectively. S-^raf et al 
have as'signed the spins 5/2, 7/2, 6/2 and 5/2 to the levels 
at 91 keV, 413- keV, 533 keV and 690 keV respectively. Arya^'^ 
has assigned spins 7/2, 5/2 and 5/2 to the levels at 91 keV
7
413 keV and 690 keV respectively. Bodenstedt et al have
assigned the spins 5/2, 5/2, 3/2 and 3/2 to the levels at 91
15
keV, 533 keV and 690 keV respectively. Evnn^ux hsve assigned 
the spins 5/2, 5/2, and 5/2 or 3/2 to the levels at al 91 keV,
533 keV and 690 keV respectively. As there are ambiguities about 
the spin assignments of the levels at 91 keV, 533 keV and 690 
keV, it was felt worthwhile to reinvestigate the angular
T A *7
correlation of some gamna cascades in Kd' • In the present 
work vre report the results of angular correlation performed
44
between the cascades •- 91 - 91 keV, 442 - 91 keV and 599 - 91 
keV.' The quadrupole admixture of gamma rays are determined 
from' the graphical analysis of the experimental results.
b ) Exrterimental Techniques and source preparation
147
The Isotope Nd was obtained from Phabha A.tomic
Research Centre Trombay^ in the ] iauifl form, f^ources were
prepared in perspex cells thick enough to absorb all the
betas. The internal diameter of the cell was 1 mm. The
/
strength of the source was so adjusted that the true to chance 
coincidence ratio; was quite high in all the measurements- 
For studying the gamma - gamna coincidences the source was 
kept at the intersection of the axes of the two detectors
 ^r'
which were at right a.ngles to each other. Two cylindrical 
Kal (Til, crystals of 4.4 cm diameter and 5.1 cm height 
cou :>led with 6292 Dumont photomiltiplier tubes were used as 
detectors. The conventional type of coincidence circuit was 
used to study the coincidences. A. single channel analyser 
v/as used to select the. gating pulses and the coincidence 
pulses were analysed with an Eldorado Pa 400 type twenty channel 
an-'lyser.
Intensity measurements
The gamma raj' spectrum of was stu''"’ied with a
scintillation spectrometer and is shown in figure 9. The 
most intense peaks are due to the K- x-ray at 38 keV and a peak
45
at 91 keV. A.ll the gam^a raj'S reported by Gunye et al 
can be seen in the singles spectrum. By the stripping 
analysis of the singles spectrum an estimate of the inten­
sities of the unconverted gaoima rays has been made after 
aoplying proper corrections* The intensities thus obtained 
are given in table I.
__TABLE_I^_.
3
Gamma ray 
energy.
Unconverted gamma 
disintegrations.
ray intensities per thousand
' Present work.
3
' Gunye et al
91 (a+b) 310 275
120 10 8
199 8 6
277 13 14
310 4 6
322 28 32
400 12 16
413 10 7
442 18 20
491 3 3
533 115 126
599 8 6
680 9 10
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d ) G a mma - g a,ra a a colncidences-
The coincidence studies of the various gamir.a
rays were carried out with two scintillation spectrometers.
The resolution of the spectrometers was ahout 9% for the
137
662 keV gam'Qa rays of Cs • The coincidences were observed 
by placing the tv/o crystals at right angles to each other.
Fig. 10 shows the results obtained by gating the 91 
keV gam:aa rays. It is dear from the coincidence spectrum 
that there is another 91 keV gamna ray in coincidence with
3
the 91 keV gamma ray.. Gunye et al have suggested that 
the peak at 91 keV in the coincidence spectrujn is due to the 
triggering of the Compton of high energy ganiT.a rays sitting 
under the photo peak of the 91 keV gamma ray in coincidence. 
Since their absorption coefficient did not correspond to the 
91 keV gamma ray, they^therefore concluded that there is only 
one gamiiia ray and put an upper limit of 1% to the- upper 91 
keV gamma ray if it exists. To look for the second 91 keV 
gamma ray we measured the total detection efficiency of the 
Mai (Tl) crystal for the 91 keV gam.na ray in the 91-91 keV 
coincidences.
6
It was pointed by liendt and KleinBeintz that the
147
level at 182 keV is fed only through the beta decay of Kd 
Let X and y be the fractions of the beta transitions feeding 
the levels at 182 keV and 91 keV respectively, as shown in 
Fig. 11. The number of 91 keV gsiama rays in the triggering
47
gate channel is *•
(1)No LT+^-t^ ^
where -f is the fraction of the total 91 keV gamma r^ y^s 
in the gate channel, GOj is the solid angle subtended by the 
source at the crystal, 6.j_is the intrinsic detection effi­
ciency of the Kal (Tl) gnd -nd are the total conver- 
sion coefficients of the u.pj)er and the lower 91 ke’'^’' gamma 
rays respectively. Similarly the coincidence counter rate 
between the two 91 keV" ganima rays is •
'a
N v , v  = 2 / v .  x / .  —
Here^ jjCjg^ is the total detection efficiency of the second 
crystal in the display channel for the 91 keV gamfa rays- 
If the upper 91 keV g^mnia rgy is channeled, the lower gamma 
ray is displayed and vice versa* So the coincidence counting 
rate is doubled. Dividing eq. (2) by eq. (1) we get - 
3\-S\
2 ^  ___________ (3)
in the above equation /V^^are the true counts of the gate 
channel of the coincidence circuit. In the observed counts, 
a Part of them are cue to the compton of the high energy 
gamma rays sitting under the photopeak at 91 ke"'.', that is,
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M ® '  . )9'
N o k s  =  A /y  +  (4)
♦
where corresponds to the counts due to the compton of
9/
the high energy ggm-ia r'^ ys and N y  to the count? due to
the 91 keV gamma ra}7 • Similarly v;e have -
,91-31 ,91-91 M ^ ' " ^
where /V$ corresponds to the coincidence counts '"'etween
the 91 keV gamma ray and the compton due to the high energy
gamma rays vjhich are in coincidence with 91 keV gamma ray
and to the true 91 kei^  - 91 keV coincidences.
From the analysis of the singles spectrum it is
possible to find the value of A /3 which is given by the
following expression -
O- 3 ^ ^ —  (e)
where (X. is the fraction of the gamia rays having energy 
higher than 91 keV and the average value of their con­
version coefficient. It is interesting to note that 
which appears in eq. (6 ) cancels out in th^fin^l eq. (9) 
Th^quantity is the fraction of these high energy gamma 
rays v;hich are lying under the photopeak at 91 keY ^nd 
is the average value of the total detection efficiency for these 
high energy gam^ mia rqys? it is interestjng to note that this 
quantity also does not appear in th^ina.1 expression. Similarly
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is given by the following equation -
Here is the fraction of the total high energy gamma 
rays which are in coincirence with the 91 keV gamma rays. 
Hence -
N r “
—  -  —  1 ^  T g ,
H aV-e
N o  a  ^ 2 ,  — ^ - - - - - - - - -
I'i-aL
&2, Wj, (8l
from eqs. (3) and (8) we can get,
N / ' _  4  Nj O C i + ^ T a )  -t- Cl+<<r}]
I C ' '  ~  (9)
By the anal^'sis of the singles spectrum, the values
>^S
of — can be c?lcu]-3,ted. The value of was calculated
' ]47
from the decay scheme of Nd ‘ and it came out to be 0.38.
QI~H
The Values of — were calculated by taking y equal
/V Y-y
to 65^ 0 and varying x from to 16'^ , as shovm in table II.
ICnowing this ratio the values of l\/^ and were calculated
from eq. (5) as a function of x. Using eq. (3), the values of
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S.K. Total detection efficiency(6 ,^ )^/V<5
NY'Y^* -i^ xpei Imental* Theoretical
f  I
1 4 0.173 0.0824
2 6 0.123 0.064
3 8 0.099 0.050
4 10 0.082 0.043
5 12 0 .0 7 1 0.038
6 14 0.065 0.034
7 15 0 .063 0.032
8 16 0.061 0.030
0.042
total detection efficiency ^2.^03, v;as calculated as shown in
table II. In calculating values of conversion
co-efficients o{-^ . and c{^ were calculated from the ta.bles
16
of Rose assuming the upper 91 keV gamma ray as 100^ 
and the lower 91 keV gam-ria ray as a mixture of 98f- and 
2% Eg as discussed in section For comparison the theo­
retical Value of the detection efficiency for the crystal
17
used was taken from the Nuclear Data Tables • This value 
aggrees with the experimental value when the value of X  is 
(1 0 + 2)%.
e) The measurement -
To measure the K-conversion coefficient of the
51
lower 91 keV gamma ray the fixed channel was set around 599
keV and the sliding channel was run at low energies* The
gamma spectrum in coincidence with 599 keV is shown in
Fig. (12). The photoareas under the K-X-ray peak and the
91 keV v/ere corrected for absorption, detection efficiency
of thefcrystal, escape peak correction etc. The fluorescence
yield correction was also^to the X ray peak from the tables
20
of Wapstra • A. value of 1 . 6  + 0 . 2  was obtained for the K- 
conversion coefficient. This value is in agreement with the 
value measured by Hans et al^*
To have an estimate of th^K-conversion coefficient 
of th^.pper 91 keV gamjraa ray, coincidences were recorded on the 
low energy side by triggering with the 91 keV gamma rays as 
shown in figurel®. The K-conversion coefficient was calculated 
from the coincidence spectrum as described earlier, aXter app­
lying Various corrections, this came out to be 1.26 + 0.25.
This value of conversion coefficient corresponds to the average 
value of the conversion coefficient for the upper ana lower 91 
keV gamma rays. The conversion coefficient for the lov;er 91 
keV gamma ray is measured to be 1 . 6  + 0 . 2  as stated abo-/e.
The value of conversion coefficient for the upper 91 keV g8.mma 
ray comes out to be 0.92 + 0.52.
The theoretical values for the K-conversion coeff­
icient for E^, and type of transitions are 0.29, 1.62 
and 1.31 respectively. Thus we can conclude that the upper
52
91 keV ga^Kia ray is most Drobably + Eg and the lower 
91 keV gamma ray is either or with a small admixture 
of Eg.
f) Angular correlation studies -
147
The gamma - gamma angular correlations in Nd 
were performed with the liquid source. The source \ns kept 
at a distance of 7 cms from the detectors. The accuracy in 
thet centering of the source was ^'etter than Ife* Nearly 
five thous8.nd counts were collected at each angle in all 
the cascades* iVfter subtracting the chance coincidences from 
the observed counts, the dat^ was least square fitted and 
the- correlation coefficients were obtained by expressing 
the correlation function in the form.
( 0 ) =  ^ -^ 2 ^2 %  ^4 ^ ^
The solid angle corrections to the observed coeffi-
17
cients were made according to Rose . The 4^ ^nd coeffi­
cients obtained after gpolying these corrections are given in 
table 1X1. By the graphical analysis of the coefficients 
the auadrupole admixtures in the gamma rays are determined.
a ) Angular correlation of 91 - 91 keV cascade •-
After applying the geometrical corrections, the 
correlation function was found to fee *
M ( & ,  91-91) = l+(0.056+0.013) Pg(cos S') - (0.043+0.023) P^cos ^  )
...(10)
Fig, 13 shoT/S the experimental results.
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Cascade
(keV)
TaBLg III
Angular correlation coefficients.
Present ^jork. ___ '___ Other v/orks
- 1 ■ I ~ “ >
a A A
‘^2 , '*4 , -^ 2 , ^^ 4^
91-91 0.058+0.039 -0.048+0.04S
442-91 0.053+0.012 -0.032+0.016 0.065+0'.010 K) .010+0 .015 p>)
0.065+0.020-0.035+0.025 b) 
599-91 0.061 Jp.018 -0.052+0.022 0.056+0.028-0.049+0.034 b)
a) Ref. 7, b) Ref. 10.
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Due to the complex level structure of the Pm , the
correlation coefficients are toUcorfected for the interfer/ing
cascades. Interfer/ing coincidences are observed between the ,
lower 91 keV gam ;a ray and the gamma rays of energies l20, 199,
277, 322, 400 and 599 keV. Interfe^ring coincidences are
estimated nue to these cascades from their rel^.tive intensity
contributions in the 91 - 91 keV coincidences* Corre-?setions
in the measured correlation coefficients due to these inter-
fer^'ing coincidences sre made fromi their known correlation
14
functions (From this work and other works due to A.rya , Saraf
lu 7,
et al and Bodenstedt et al a  It was estimated from the coin­
cidence studies that the contributions due t& these cascades 
are •
(a) 322 - 91 ........ (2 .5+0.5)9^
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(b) 400 - 91 ....... (1.5+0.5)^
(c) 442 - 91 ....... (1.6ip.6)%
(d) 5 9 9 - 9 1  ....... (1.2+0.5)^
Other interfer;?^ences were found negligible. Corrected 
correlation function after applying corrections for these 
interfer/ing coincidences becomes •
W  (O', 91-91) ^ 1+(C,058+0.C29)P2(cos a-)-(0.049+0.C49)P4(c o s I9-)
................(11)
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Th^ground state spin of Pm has been measured by 
Oabezas to be 7/2. The K-conversion coefficient of the 
lov/er 91 keV gamma ray has been measured to be 1.6j^.2 by 
Rajput and Sehgal^ ?nd 1.52+0.05 by Mitchel et al'"’. This 
value of conversion coefficient agrees with the M^, oa/K^+Eg 
nature of this transition. So the possible spins of the first 
excited state can be 3/2, 5/2, 7/2, 9/2 and 11/2. The nucleus
1 A *7 7
Nd decays 65% to the first excited state of Pm " and the 
ground state spin of is 5/2. So the possible sDins for
the first excited state can be 3/2, 5/2 and 7/2 as the log ft 
g
value of the beta transitions.feeding to this level is 7.6»
The life time of this level is measured to be 2.49 ns by ayyangar 
po
et al • This agrees with the 1-forbidden transitions. Thus 
the spin of this level can be 5/2. This is probably the 2d c/2  
level of Shell Model.
147
The second excited state of Pm is at 182 ke’^ and
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this level is pooulated only through the beta decay of Kd
with log ft Value S.l^meaFured by Wendt and Kleinheinz"^*
From the beta log ft value cons id erationr the possibJ.e spins
of this level can be 1/2, 3/2, 5/2, 7/2 and 9/2. If the
spin of this level is either 5/2, 3/2 or 9/2, in that case
the crossover transition of 182 keV gamma ray shoul.d be more
predominant tha'ft the upper 91 keV gamma ray, as about 10^
1-^ 7
of the beta transitions of Nd decays to this level. In 
the singles or in coincidence one does not see any 182 ke? 
gamma ray* So the spin of this level cannot be 5/2, 7/2 or 
9/2. If the spin of this level is 1/2, the log ft value of 
the bets transition is satisfied but it reouires an appreciable 
h?;lf life of the order of few microsconds for this level. ;‘Je 
have performied the fB-y delayed coincidences in Kd^^"^ with 
91 keV gamma ray and did not find any half life of this order.
Hence the spin of this level cannot be 1/2 ^nd the most probable 
spin of this level is 3/2. This assignment is in conformity 
with the log ft value ^nd the intensity considerations. Fig.(14) 
shows the graphical analysis of thejcorrelation function in 
terms of the 3/2 (,2) 5/2 (,2) 7/2 snin sequence. The limits of 
quadrupole admixtui-e for the lower 91 keV gamma ray have been
13
taken from the nuclear alignm.ent data, of Vlestenbarger and Fhirley 
to be (1 .6+0 .4 )76. This value of quadrupole admixture requires 
O . C O S ^ Q ^ ^  0 . 0 3  or 0.88^ 0^^ 0.98 for the upper 91 ke / gamma
147
r-ay.
The upuer limit of quadrupole admixture is not possible
56
as this value of quadrupole admixture v/ill require a large
half life for the 182 keV.level. It is interesting to note
that the value of S“(£2/M,)/calculated from the lower limit
of quadrupole admixture (0.005_^ 0^^ 0*03) comes out tp be
0.13+0.06 which lies on the emperical curve drawn het-ween^^j
147
and gamnia ray energy for the gamma r-ys of ?m by VJesten- 
harger and Shirley^^*
B) Angular Correlation of 442 - 91 keV c9,scade
After applying the geometrical corrections, the 
angular correlation function was found to be -
M ( e ,  442-9l)=l+(0.053±0.0l2)p2(cOs5-) - (0 .032+0 .016) cos ©-)
—  (12)
In the above correlation function the interfer;if^ ing cffii- 
ncBdences are present due to the cascades 400-91 ke” and 599-91 
keV. An estimate of such interferj'ences was mad^and were found 
negligible. No correction was applied to the measured corre­
lation function due to these cascades. The above correlation 
function is in agreement with other measurements as shown in 
table III.
The spins of the ground state and the first excited 
state are 7/2 and 5/2 respectively. The following st)in sequences 
are possible for this correlation function -
a) 1/2 (2,3) 5/2 (1,2) 7/2
b) 3/2 (1,2) 6/2 (1,2) 7/2
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c) 5/2 (1,2) 5/2 (1,2) 7/2
d) 7/2 (1,2) 5/2 (1,2) 7/2
e) 9/2 (2,3) 5/2 (1,2) 7/2
Since the level at 533 KeV is populated by the first
03
forbidden beta decay‘d’ v/ith log ft value 7.3, as measured 
by Wendt and Kleinheintz , it excludes the possibilities 
of spins 1 / 2  and 9/2 for this level. Out of the sequences
'b*, 'o' and 'd' the sequences 'b' and *d' can be rejected
as they require a positive term in the correlation 
function v/here as the experimental value is negative. Thus 
the spin of the 533 keV level cannot be 3/2 anc 7/2 and it 
is probably 5/2. For the graphical analysis of the corre­
lation coefficients the limits of the ^uadrupole admixture
of the 91 keV gamma ray have been taken from the work of
Vfestenbarger and Shirley^^. The observed correlation function 
when analysed in terms/of the spin sequence 5/2 (1,2) 5/2 (1,2) 
7/2 yielded ( 3 1 + 1 0 ) quadrupole admixture in the 440 keV gam*ma
ray' . The higher value is not possible from the empirical
curve between f and the energy of the gamma rays of
17due to Westenbarger a^d Shirley • Fig. 15 shows the graphical 
analysis of the correlation coefficients in term.s of the 
above soin sequence.
 ^ Angular correlation of 599 - 91 keV Cascade.
After applying various corrections the correlation 
function was found to be -
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,599-91)=1+(0.061+0.013)P2(cGs^) - {0.052+0 .022) (cos O')
...(13)
The correlation function is in good agreement with
10
that of Saraf • Since the log ft value of the beta
transition feeding the 690 keV level is measured to be
6
6.S by ’^fendt and Kleinheintz which requires this beta
group to be of first forbidden in nature. It therefore
excludes the possibi'ities of the spins 1/2 and 9/2 for
147
this level. The ground state spin of Nd is 6/2. So the 
possible soins for this levelcan be 3/2, 5/2 and 7/2 only, 
if one takes the spins 3/2 or 7/2 fo:-^ this level, they 
require a positive term in the angular correlation 
function, but the experimental value is negative. Hence 
the spin of this level is most probably 5/2. Fig. (16) 
shows the graphical analysis of the correlation coefficients 
in terms of the spin sequence 5/2 (1,2) n/2 (1,2) 7/2.
It requires 0.24^ 0^^ 0.50 or 0.96^ Q^^0,98 quadrupole 
admixture in the 599 keV gamma ray* The higher value of the 
quadrupole admixture gives a value of S\ equal to (6+1), 
vjhich is not possible from the empirical curve due to 
Westenbarger and Chirley"^^* Thus the quadrupole admixture 
in the 599 keV gam^ma ray comes out to be (37+13)^.
All the results of the correlation studies are
summarised in tables III and IV. The decay scheme of 
147
Nd is shown in Fig. 17.
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t a b l e IV.
Energy Gamma ray Spin of Percentage Phase of
level. energy. the level. of E^ ' o '
0 0 1/2^ X X
91 91 5/2"^  1.6+0.4*- -ve
182 91 3/2"  ^ 1.75+1.25 -ve
533 442 5/2"^  S W O  -ve
690 599 5/2°^  37+13 -ve
^  Re^ 13.
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2• Gamma-gamma Angular correlations In Te
a) Introduction
1p 5
The energy levels of Te have been a subject
1-13)
of great interest to various workers • G^mma - gaffima 
coincidences have been studied by some authors'^
Mazets and £ergeenkov have studied the dec".y of Sb ^ 
using beta ray spectrometer and measured the^VL ratio for 
a number of ganmia rays* These authors^^ have a3 so found seme 
new gamma rays- Spin and parity assignments to the various
125
levels of Te have been made on the basis of log ft values
of the beta tr'^nsit'ons, internal conversion coefficient 
3 8 IX
studies ’ ’ and gamna ray intensity measurements. Some
assignments have also been made on the basis of directional
7 9
correlation studies ? half life measurements and nuclear
alignment' ' experiments^^* There are still some controver­
sies in the spin assignments. Directional correlation 
studies have been performed to resolve m.ost of these un­
certainties. Nothing definite is known about the multipo- 
larity of the gamma transitions. Quadrupole admixtures in 
some of the gamia rays have been determined by the graphical 
analysis of the correlation coefficients.
"b) £xT)erir>iental Techniques and source Preparation
125 _
The isotope Sb was obtained from isotope 
Division, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Trombay, "^ 'ombay, 
in the liquid form.. The source v/as prepared in a cylindrical 
perspex cell of 2 mm internal diameter and 6 mm height.
125
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Perspex sheets were Tolaced before the crystal detectors 
to absorb the betas. The singly sPectrixm as well as 
thejsoincidence sPectrum were ta^ '-en with the Nal(Tl) crystals 
of 4*4 cm diameter and 5.1 cm height coupled with 6292 
Dumont photomultiplier tubes. All the coincidence '■tudies 
were performed with the conventional coincidence circuit.
The gating pulses were selected with the single channel 
analyser and coincidence spectrum was recorded with the 
Eldorado PA 400 type twenty channel analyser. In the gam^na 
gamma coincidence studies the detectors were placed at right 
angles to each other. A lead shield was placed between the 
crystals to absorb the scattered quar\ta* The source was placed 
at a distance of 7 cm from the detectors. The strength of 
the source was so adjusted that the true to chance coincidence 
ratio was auite high in all the measurements.
c) Results of the coincidence studies -
125
The singles spectrum of Sb is shown in Fig.18.
It shows the prominent pea'^s at 28 keV, 110 keV, 427 keV,
11
and 600 keV. Maaets and Sergeankov have recently studied
1?5
the decay of Sb . They have found six new gamma rays of 
energies 115.97 keV, 178.78 keV, 227.90 keV, 408.10 keV,
443.52 keV and 489.08 keV from their high resolution beta 
rayr spectrometer studies. The intensities of these gam’?ia 
rays are ouite small as compared with the 427 keV gamma ray.
It was not possible for us to resolve all these gamma rays
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-? r;-
from our coincidence stuHes. Inamura et al have 
confirmed the existence of these gamma rays using Ge (Li) 
crystal.
Fig. 19 shows the gamma spectrum in coincidence
with 111 keV gamia ray* Fig. 20 shows the gamma spectrum in
coincidence with 173-176 keV gamma rays. It shows prominent
peaks at 208 keV and 427 keV as well as small peaks at 111
keV and 32l keV. The low energy part in coincidence with
176 keV is shown in Fig. 2l. The gamma rays of energies
83 keV, 111 keV and 122 keV are quite distinct. This confirms
2
the{findings of Chandra .^nd Pandharipande . The gamma spe­
ctrum in coincidence with 380 keV gamma ray is shown in 
Fig. 22. It shows small peaks at 173 keV and 208 keV and a 
strong peak at 111 keV. The small pegks at 173 keV and 208 
keV are due to the inclusion of the compton contribution of 
the 427 keV gamma ray in the gate channel. The 83 keV peak 
is the escape peak of the 111 keV gamma ray. Fig. 23 shows 
the gamma spectrum in coincidence with 427 keV gamma ray*
This spectrum was taken by putting a 0.27 mm thick tin absorber 
before the crystals to attenuate the X-rays. This thiclmess 
of the absorber will cut dov/n about 60^ of the K-x-ray s.
The 62 keV gamoia ray is clearly visible in the spectrum. The 
other Parts of the spectrum are similar to that of Chandra 
and -Pandharipande^. Fig. 24 shows the .gamma spectrum in 
coincidence with 32l keV gamma ray. The various parts of the
13
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spectrum are similar to that of Chandra and Pandharipande .
Our coincidence studies thus confirms the decay scheme
2 11 13 l25
proposed by other authors ’ ’ • The decay scheme of Sb
is shown in fig. 25.
d) Angular correlation studies
We have performed the angular correlation experi­
ments on four gamma cascades, 173-427, 208-427, 208-463, and 
321-176 keV.
For studying the angular correlation of these cascades,
the(source was ta^^en in the liquid form. The source was placed
at a distance of 7 cm from the detectors. The gamma gamma
coincidences were collected at five angles i.e. 90°, 112.5°,
135°, 157.5° and 180°. Corrections due to chance coincidences
were applied in each case. The corrected coincidence rates
14
at various angles were least square fitted to a function 
of the form -
>[(©■)= ^^44^4 (cos^)
Vihere and are the attenuation factors due to the
finite size of the detectors. Corrections for these factors
14
were made by the method of Rose • The and A^ coefficients
obtained after applying these corrections are riven in table 1.
The errors in these coefficients were calculated by the method
14
of Rose . Before starting the actual experiments the set up 
was tested for the anisotropy of the 1170-1330 keV cascade of Co
2
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d). (1) - Angular correlation of 208-4^ 1,7 KeV.
;^:^UB-463 KeV and 173-427 keV cascades -
From our coincidence studies with gating energy 
around 427 ke'/, we have seen that the 173 keV, and 208 keV gamma 
rays can be resolved. To measure the angular correlation of 
these gamma cascades, the 173 keV channel was opened in the 
155-185 keV region, 208 keV in the 200-220 keV region, 427 
keV in the 410-440 keV region and the 463 keV in the 450-480 
keV region. Since the backscattering of the 633 keV gamTia 
ray is very important in these cascades, it will give inter- 
fer:]flng coincidences nearly in all the gbove cascades when 
the detectors are at 180°. Hence the coincidence data of 
180° was not used in the an^'lysis of the correlation coeffi­
cients. The angular correlation functions corrected for solid 
angle were found to be -
W( © , 208-427) = l+(0.082+6.005) Pg(cos/?•)+(0.271+0.018)(cos
208-463) 1= 1-(0.214+0.027) Pg(cos ^)-(0.057+0.048)?^ (cos ^ ) 
liff( 173-427) = 1-(0.394+0.018)Pg(cos »^')+(0.302+0.038)(cos )
The 208-427 keV, 208-463 keV and 173-427 ke^^ cascades
interfere vrith each other. From the coincidence studies, we
have estimated that in the observed coincidence counts of the 
208-427 keV cascade, the contribution of the 208-463 keV and 
173-427 keV cascades are (15+5)^ and (12+4)^ respectively 
of the total coincidence counts. In the 208-463 ke"’ cascade
the contributions of the 208-427 keV and 173-427 keV cascades
’^DU^ n%3S UZc/S %.(z'0^ /s (^ V^ /£
fo sutj^ ^ KZ gpo^SDD A >^t IZ*7-90Z fo sisfijDU,^
o^ pp mor\SA»AU03
^  _J_ p>WA^»A4 UAOAJ
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are (.4:0^ 10)% and il2±f^)‘fo respectively of the total coinci­
dence counts. By a similar estimate the contributions due 
to the 208-427 keV and 208-463 keV cascades in the 173-427 
keV cascade are estimated to be about (18+5)^ and (15+5)^ 
respectively of the total coincidences. After apr)lying 
corrections for these interfer;^ences, the true values of the 
angular correlation functions become -
’tf( 2.08-427) =1+1(0.314+0.184)Pg(cos 9')+(0.381+0.215)(cos ^  ) 
M( 208-463) =1-(0.513+0.273)Pg(cos (9*)-(0.603+0.345) P^(cos ^  ) 
W( 0 , l73-427)=l-(0.553+0.275)Pg(cos ©')+(0.612+0.613)P^(cos SO
2U8-427 keV and 208-463 keV c;qscades
The 463 keV level is quite well studied by Coulomb
5 8
excitation , half life measurements and internal conversion
8
studies • The spin 5/2 is assigned to this level from these
g
studies. From the internal conversion studies , the spin 
of the 671 keV level can be 3/2 or 5/2. Recently Mazets end 
Sergeenkov^^' have measured the K/L ratios for a number of
1p 5
gamma rays of Te • The K/L ratio for the 671 keV gamma
ray is measured to be 7.7+1.0. This value of K/L ratio
can correspond to M-|_ or Eg or Mg multipolarity of this
tr,ansition as sho-v/R. in table 2. Hence the spin for this
10
level Can be 3/2 or 5/2. Metzer and Raghavan have sugg­
ested the spin 5/2 for this level, but they have not ruled 
out the possibility of the spin 3/2. Hence the 208-427 keV 
cascade can have any of the following spin seauences -
68
T A.BLB 2 •
Multipolarity K/L (Sliv) K/L (Exp)
Ml 7.02
Eg 7.07 7.7+1.0
Mg 6.91
a) 5/2 (L,Q) 5/2 (D,Q) 3/2
b) 3/2 (D,Q) 5/2 (D,Q) 3/2
From the sign of the term, the first spin sequence 
Can be ruled out because it requires a negative term, 
where as the experimentally measured value is positive.
Hence the most probable spin of the 671 keV level is 3/2 .
Fig. 26 shows the graphical analysis of the correlation 
coefficients of the 208 - 427 keV cascade in terms of the 
3/2 (lj2) 5/2 (1,2) 3/2 spin sequence. The quadrupole admi­
xture of the 427 keV gamma ray is taken (0.50^.10) from
the datg of Mazets and Sergeenkov . This value of admixture
is also consistent with nuclear alignment experiment^. This
9
value of Qg with negative phase of ^  requires , quadrupole admi­
xture for the 208 keV gamma ray as -
0 . 0 1 ^  ®1'^ 0.02 (For + or negative phase of (T )
0.84 4  0.96 (For negative phase of )
If we take these ouadrupole admixtures in the angular
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correlation of 208-463 keV cascade, the 463 keV gamma
ray comes out to be a pure quadrupole transition, which
8,9,11
is consistent with other observations • From the
graphical analysis of the 208-463 keV cascade angular 
correlation in terms of the 3/2 (1,2) 6/2 (2) 1/2 spin sequence, 
the quadrupole admixture of the 208 keV gamma ray comes out 
to be -
0,01 < Q, < 0.4C )
) Both for negative phase 
0.40 4 ^ 0.80 ) of "b
From these four set of ,v^lues for 0]^ , the higher 
values are rejected because a large quadrupole admixture will 
require longer life time'Cci Rsec) for the 671 keV level.
Hence the quadrupole admixture of the 206 keV gamma ray is 
0.01 ^ ^ 0.^2 with negative phase of ^  .
173-427 keV cascade angular correlation
As discussed above, the spin of the 463 keY level is
5/2 and the quadrupole admixture of the 427 keV gamma ray is
8(0.60 + 0.10). From the internal conversion data ? the spin 
of the 636 keV level can be 5/2 or 7/2, because the 601 keV 
gamma ray originating from this level is M t or Eg. Metzer and 
Raghaven ruled out the possibility of spin 5/2 for this level. 
Hence the 173-427 keV cascade will}, follow the 7/2 (1,2) 5/2 
(1,2) 3/2 spin sequence. Fig. 27 shows the graphical analysis 
of the correlation coefficients in terms of the above spin
70
sequence. The hatched areas shows the regions of admixture 
in 173 keV gamma ray* The quadrupole admixture 0]^  of the 
173 keV gamma ray comes out to be 0.10^ ^  0.82.
d) (ii) - 321-176 keV cascade angular correlation
After applying the various corrections^ ' •- 
the correlation function was found to be -
W(fer , 3 2 1 - 1 7 6 )  = ( 0 . 1 C 3 l 0 . 0 l 2 ) P g ( c o s  Cr) -  ( 0 .0 0 2 + 0 .0 2 2 )  P4 (cos ^  )
In the above correlation function the interfer/ing 
coincidences are present due to the following cascades,
(i) 173-427 keV cascade
(ii) 208-427 keV cascade
(iii) 208-463 ke? cascade
Other interfer^ences were found negligible.
The maximum contributioh to the interfer/ing coincidences 
comes^ from the 173-427 keV cascade which is about (30+10)^ of 
the total coincidence counts* By a similar estimate the con­
tributions due to the other two cascades are estimated to be 
(14+5)^ and (5+2)^ respectively. Corrections for these inter- 
ferj’ences are made from their measured angular correlation.
The angular correlation (l^ notionoftor- opplyin^ lot 1 n'xtioh«) 
function after applying corrections for these interfer/ences 
becomes,
W( 321-176) = 1 + (0.146+0.168) P„(cos tT)
(2 )’' ’*^ IU O jC /
^  ^ - - - - - - - v ~ — — ^ 0 . 1  / i ?  9 S r ? i f d  p u i f  / /
zuox^ U3>yf0:fS0fV /o
• i 9/f/^ /i ui<^9
' % iz W )V i, c z * m /i. f f f  s u i ^ i f /
I. Tiz ppv:?sx^:? A^ >f
/f f  T40T.fVj9.AJlO:? M?//lSitZ? 
V. VUiUtoS-VtUUiffjPfp SZS^JOUi/
 ^mop
TUOISMAUO^  UlOJJ
00.1 y '0 9^6.0 
tO.O J i\9?0O.0
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The spins of the 145 keV and 321 keV levels are 
established to te 11/2 and 9/2 resoectively. The spin of 
the 642 keV level is assigned to be 7/2 from the internal 
conversion studies^^ as the 607 keV gam-ia ray is pure Eg. 
Therefore this cascade foll'i'ws the spin sequence^
7/2 (D,Q) 9/2 (D,0) 11/2
Fig. 28 shows the graphical analysis of the corre­
lation coefficients in terms of the above spin sequsnce.
From the knowledge of the internal conversion coefficient^^ 
and the nuclear alignment e x p e r i m e n t f o r  the 176 keV gamma 
ray^ admixture in the 321 keV gamma ray is determined. Taking 
Qg = (0.28 + O.O2 ) and negative phase of 5 for the 176 keV 
gamma ray, the foll'^wing values of are obtained -
0 .0 0  4  ^ 0.03
O.ofi ^  1.00
Out of these^the higher values are rejected on the 
basis of the internal conversion coefficient data^» Thus 
the quadrupole content of the 321 keV gamma ray is (1.5+1.6 )^ '
3
This is in agreement with the conversion data .
All the results of the correlation studies are given 
in table 3.
----------- Contd..
T ;.ELE 3.
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Energy Spin of Gamir.a ray Icentifi- % of
level the le- energy cation of quad.rup-
Pha?e of
2)
3)
4)
5) 
S)
(keV) vel.
1
(keV)
1
y-ray
1
ole admi­
xture .
1 1
671 3/2'*' 208 Mi+Eg -ve
642 7/2"^ 321 E i -^ 1^2 1.5+1.5 +ve or - ve
636 173 M,.E2 46+36 +ve or - ve
463 5/2*" 463
^2 —
__
427 M 1-.E2 50+10* - ve
321 9/2 " 176 M1.E2 28+2* - ve
* T a^ '^ en from ref. 11 
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3. Radioactive Decay of Pr
144
a) Introduction
Nd
144.
Radioactive decay of Pr * to the levels of 
ha? been studied by various authors Graham et al'
and gugiyama et al^ have suggested the decay schemes which 
are practically similar in all respects. But Radchenko and
7
Burmistrov have proposed a decay scheme vith additional 
levels at 1.85 MeV, 2*56 MeV and 2.81 MeV from the studies 
of neutron capture gavama ray spectra. The gainna-gamma
angular correlation of 1490 - 690 keV cascade hag been
5 2 3
measured by Alburger gnd Krauser , Steffen , Graham et al ,
6
and Sugiyama et al . These authors have assigned a spin 
l" to the 2180 keV level. The angular correlation of this 
cascade was remeasured to check this .assignment for the'
2180 keV level and also to find out the magnitude and si?n 
of the mixing ratio parameter for the 1490 keV gamma ray.
There has also been some controversy over the ground
X44 Q
state spin of Pr nucleus. Lobashov and Nazarenko^,
XO
Eman and Tadic and Kniessl and Echneider have assigned 1 
spin to the ground state of Pr^^, Eingru et al^^, Raghavan
lo lA 11
and Steffens , Hess et al ", Collins et al and Crentz 
et al^^ have assigned 0 sPin for the same 1evel from the 
p - Y  angular correlation stui-ies. |3 - Y  angular correlation 
studies have also been performed to resolve this controversy.
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b) Experimental Techniques and source preparation - 
The Isotope was obtained from Phabha
Atomic Research Centre Trombay, Bombay, in the form of 
Cerium Chloride so^ ’ution with an equilibrium mixture of
activity. Chemical separation was not felt necessary 
to remove the parent activity because the gatrana rays of
from the decay of Ce^ "^ "^  are of low energy as compared
144 144
with that of Nd from the decay of Pr . For studying
the ganma spectrum the source was prepared in a perspex cell
of 2 mm internal diameter and 3 mm thickness. Perspex
discs were placed before the crystal detectors to ensure
complete absorption of beta rays- The detectors were placed
at a distance of 7 cms from the point of intersection of the
axes of the detectors.
For studying the beta-gamma angular correlation, the 
source was prepared on a perpex ring with a thin cellotape 
backing. The diameter of the ring was about 2 mm. The. 
source was dried and covered from the upper side. For the 
detection of gamma rays Nal(Tl) crystals of 5.1 cm height 
and 4.4 cm diameter were used. For the detection of the beta 
rays anthracene crystal of 3.75 cm diameter and 1 cm thickness 
was used. Coincidence studies were performec* with the usual 
coincidence circuit.
c) Gamma - G^mma Angular correlation of 1490-690 keV 
C a s cad e -
Gamiria ray singles spectrum of taken with
o 9 l SiSl
e
SCI s.tn Ob
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a 5.1 cm X 4.4 cm size N a K H )  crystal is shown in fig. 29 
All the well known peaks are present in the spectrum.
To measure the angular correlation of this cascade the two 
gamna rays were accepted in wide channels. The strength of 
the source was so adjusted that the true to chance coincidence 
ratio was quite high. The coincidences were collected at 
five ‘angles i.e. 90°, 112.5^, 135°, 157.5° and 180°. The
variation in the singles counting rate of the movable detector 
was less than 1% at each angular position. \fter subtracting
the chance coincidences the data was least square fitted.
Fig. 5 0  shows the least square fit to the data. The correlation 
coefficients after applying the solid angle correction were 
found to be -
W( 9 - ) = l - ( 0 . 2 7 5 + 0 . 0 3 5 ) P g ( c o s  + ( 0 . 0 1 4 + 0 . C 4 1 )P 4 ( cos ^  ) . . . ( i )
These correlation coefficients are in close agreement 
with those reported by Steffen^, Alburger and Krauser^, Graham^,
0
and Eugiyama et gl • The spins of the ground state and the 
first excited state are assigned, to be 0'*' and 2^ respectively
because Nd^"^^ is an even - even nucleus^^.
Taking O'*" and 2^ as the spins of the ground state and
144
the first excited state respectively of Kd and Eg multi­
polarity for the 690 keV gamma ray, the following spin sequences
are possible for this cascade.
77
a) 0 (2) 2 (2) 0
b) 1 (1,2) 2 (2) 0
c) 2 (1,2) 2 (2) 0
d) 3 (1,2) 2 (2) 0
e) 4 (2) 2 (2) 0
Out of these fiise sPin sequences 'a' and 'e' 
can be ruled out as they reauire completely different 
correlation coefficients (table 1). The sPin sequence 
'c' can also be rejected because the experimental values 
are not satisfied for any (D + Q) admixture because of the 
sign of the Ag term. Thus the only possible choices for the 
spins of the 2180 keV level are 1 and 3.
t a b l e  I.
Spin sequence
Theoretical coeffi^ents Experimental 
______ ___  ^ 'coefficients.
^2 I 4 I ‘^^ 2 . \
0 (2) 2 (2) 0 0.3581 1.1428
1 (1) 2 (2) 0 -0.2499 0.0000
1 (2), 2 (2) 0 0.1786 0.7619
2 (1) 2 (2) 0 0.2499 0.0000 -0.275+0.035 0.014+0
2 (2) 2 (2) 0 -0.0765 0.3265
3 (1) 2 (2) 0 -0.0721 0.0000
3 (2) 2 (2) 0 -02040 0.0816
4 (2) 2 (2) c 0.1020 0.0088 •
o ( Z ? Z  CZ^Of 
icusf/ ui 3pif:?SJ9y 
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CA£j^ I -- If the spin of the 2180 keV level is taken as 1~,
the correlation function can be satisfied by taking a quad-
rupole admixture of (0^4)^. The 1~ sPin assignment to the
2—3 62180 keV level is all so reported by some other authors , •
6
They have interpreted this level as an octapole vibrational 
level.
CASE II -- If the soin of the 2180 keV level is taken as 37 
the angular correlation function is satisfied by taking a 
quadrupole admixture of ~ 4^. But this assignment cannot 
exolain the intensity of the crossover 2180 keV transition. 
With 3~ as the spin of the 2180 keV level, the multipolarity 
of the 2180 keV gam.2'a ray becomes and its intensity becomes 
small as compared .^rith the 1490 keV gam-aa ray. But experi­
mentally we know that the intensity of the 2180 keV gamma rgy
3
is more than the intensity of 1490 keV gamma ray.
Thus the spin of the 2180 keV level is probably 1 
and this may be an octupole vibrational level. Fig."SX shows 
the graphical analysis of the correlation coefficients in 
terms of the 1( 1,2) 2 (2) 0 spin sequence. From the analysis 
we see that the 1490 keV gamma ray is 99,6% gnd 0.4^ Mg .
p
This assignment is consistent with the results of Steffen .
2l
Davydov and Filippov have developed a theory con­
cerning the nuclear structure of the deformed even - even 
nuclei. In this theory the shape of the nucleus is determined
79
by the parameters and Yp • The Parameter Yo determines 
the deviations of the shape of the nucleus from the axi?>l 
sym'netry and b is a deformation parameter. The value of 
for this nucleus was calculated from the energies of the 
first 2'*’ and the second 2^ excited states^ and it came out 
to be 30°. For this value of 'Kg' the fastness factor for 
the transition from the first 2'*’ level to the O''^ ground
QQ
level comes out to be 2^ from our empirical studies • The
theoretical value of the half life for a single particle 
23
transition for the Eg na;ture of the' 690 keV gamma ray
is 7.94 X 10 sec. Hence the expected experimental value
of half life for the 690 keV level should be c; 0.39 x 10“ ^^
19
sec. The experimentally measured value of the half life ' 
for the same level is C 2x10 sec. This points to the fact
that.the 690 keV transition may be a fast E type of transition.
d ) Bet^-Gan^ma Angul ar Corr el at ion Studies of the 
2290 keV p - 690 keV Y C .^scade -
1/L4
The ground state spin of Pr ' has been a subiiect
3 7 - 1 5
of great interest to many authors ’ • Lobashov and -
Nazarenko^, Eman and Tadic^^ and Kneissl and Sneider^^
14A 13
have assigned 1" spin to the ground state of Pr Singru et al,
Raghavan and Eteffan^^ Hess et al "^  ^and Creutzit^have assigned
0~ spin. Hence it '-as thought interesting to check this assig-
nement. The present experiment was performed to remeasure the
beta - gamma angular correlation in order to assign the spin
144
to the ground state of Pr •
80
Differantial 9S veil as integral beta - gamma angular
correlation experiments were performed. The experimental
results are compared with the theoretical values. Theoretical
Values have been calculated for the possible.spin sequences
17
from the formulas of Kotani and Ross • From the comparison
144
a best fit is seen when the spin of the ground state of ?r 
is taken to be 0". This assignment is also supported by 
theoretical considerations.
The directional correlation of the 2290 keV
- 69*^  keV^ Y^) cascade was measured with the counter arrange­
ment described earlier. The beta counter was placed at a 
distance of 4 cm. from the source. In the integral /3-r 
angular correlation experiment the beta channel was opened 
in the beta energy range 1200 keV - 2200 keV. The gamma 
channel was opened in the energy range 650 keV - 730 keV. The 
gamma counter was placed at a distance of 7 cm from the source. 
The beta - ga®K^a coincidences vrere collected at 9 angles between 
90° and 270° (including 90° i^ nd 270°) at gn interval of 22.
A total of 2500 to 3200 coincidences were collected at each 
angle. The average counting rate at symmetrical angles around
«
180° after subtracting the background vas least square fitted 
to a function of the form -
^  (O', p- Y) = 1+ V 2 ^  ^ % ^ 4  --^S)
The results of angular correlation are shown in
yi9)f oozz-oozA 
i//z f^  v o i^ :fU /? f"  uo}4^19jIjio:? jo /p A io  j - i /
---- 0
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fig* 3 5 *  The solid angle correction to the gamma counter
pA
was applied by the method of Bose • The solid angle 
correction to the beta counter was applied by the method 
of Brietenberger^^. After applying the solid angle corre­
ctions, the correlation function was found to be -
, p-r)=l+(0.4l07+0.062l)P2(cos e-)+(0.0131+0.0822)P4(cos 0-)
• • • • C3)
Since the term is nearly zero within the limits of 
experimental errors, this represents the angular correlation 
of the first forbidden beta transitions* Hence the ground 
state of will have odd parity. The differential aniso­
tropy A of the beta - gam-na angular correlation, which is 
defined as -
, _ W(180) - W(90)
WC90) •••
was also measured in the energy range 1100 keV to 2100 keV.
The coincidences were collected ■ only at three angles, i.e. 
9<J°, 180° and 270°, because the A^ term is zero. The beta -
gamma angular correlation coefficient calculated from
the relation -
2k
2 A+3 --- (5)
The experimental results are tabulated in table 2 • Figure 54
shows the plot of against W the energy of thepparticles in
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the units of mc^. The solid lines ha''^ e been drawn for two 
possible spin sequences from the formulas of Kotani and Ross
17
T 4BLE II.
Beta energy 
(keV) (mc2)
Observed anisotropy 
a= W(180) - W(90) 
W(90)
fa
£ Corrected 
for geome 
-try
=0.7225
1100 3.15 0.338 + 0.048 0.202+0.038 0.281+C'.053
1300 3.55 0.381 + 0.061 0.31210.039 0.312+0.054
1-500 3.94 0.419 + 0.051 0.245+0.040 0.339;^. 055
1700 4.33 0.361+ 0.056 0.214+0.042 0.296+0.058
1900 4.72 0.435 + 0.059 0.253+0.045 0.352+0'. 063
2100 5.11 0.662 ± 0.067 0.361iP.052 0.50 Ijp. ^ 72
Integral ’
1200-2200 4.5
*
0 .296640 .^440 0 .4l07f3 .0621
The nature of the 2290 keV beta group has been stu:’ ied
by various workers. Unique shape has been assigned to it by Porter 
and Day^, Singru et al^^ and Hess et But Lobashov and
Nazarenko®, Eman and Tadic"^ and Kniessl and Sneider^° have assigned 
a nonunique shape to this beta group and a l” spin to the ground 
state of As the spin of the 690 keV level of Nd^^"^ is well
established to 2^ from the half life measurements and being the 
first excited state of even - even nucleus^^, 0 and 1 qre the

8probable sPins for the ground state of We have calcu-
lated the coefficient of the angular correlation
assuming the beta group a pure ^  first forbidden
beta transition from the follov/ing relation due to "-^ otani
17
and Ro s s’
where is a function of Z and p.i
The values of ^ for 0 —  ^2— ^0 , an unique beta transition
and 1 ^  2 ‘^ 0 “'', a nonunioue pure I N  beta transitions at
W  = 4 . 5  comes out to be 0.462 and 0.231 res'^ectively. The
experiment a 1 value of the ^ coefficient is (0.4107 jO ,0621) .
0  + Y  +
This experimental value favours 0 — » 2 — # 0 spin seauence.
The difference between the theoretical value and the experi­
mental value may be taken for the attenuation of the angular* 
correlation due to -
a) Static quadru.pole interactions of the 690 keV 1 eveJ .
b) Scattering of the beta particles from the source 
itself and the air particles.
Appendices 1 and 2 gives the values of the ^ 2*
the above spin sequences for various values of beta energies.
"t" “t*
As seen from Fig. 3 4  5 the -^resent studies favour the 0~—^ 2 —?0 
spin sequence. ’ ' ’
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The 0 assignment to the ground state of is •=lso
supported by other considerations^®* is an odd-od.d
nucleus. This can have the deformation parameter^^^ 0,10 
to 0.20, because it has got on]y three neutrons out of the 
closed shell. The Kilson numbers vrhich can be, assigned to 
the last proton and Ke^tron are^ -
Proton
Neutron
4 1 1  
[ 5 3 2
3/2
3/2 (7)
where the orbitals are in the se^'uence N N /\|J1. according
^ 18
to the empirical rule of Gallagher and Moszkowl'i about the 
coupling of the angular momenta in the defo:"med odd - odd nuclei
J
3/2
- -a
3/2 j
0
Therefore this empirical rule also predicts the 0 “ spin 
to the ground state of Pr""'^ '^ . This assignment is In conformity 
with the experimental results. Our results also confirm the 
findings of Raghava.n and Fteffens^^j Singru et al^^, and Hess 
et al »
144
The decay^of Pr is shown in fig. 31.
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APPEKDIX I.___
Values of ^2. "Unique" fii st forbict.ien beta transitions 
in the cascade. _ r , y
0 J; 0
W
1
p2
1 >>
2.72 6 .4 0 0 .803 0 .186
3.0 8.00 0.808 0.234
3.2 9.24 0.812 0 .275
3.5 11.25 0 .815 0 .327
3.8 13.44 0.820 0 .377
4.00 15.73 0 .826 0 .418
4.37 18.09 0.831 0 .449
4.7 2 1 .0 9 0.835 0 .473
5.0 24 .00 0 .843 0 .492
A??EMDIX II.
Vo
in
lues of 62, for 
the cascade.
"Pure B. first
-L J
forbidden beta tr?msit ionj
. + y
1 ^ 2 - 9 0
W
I
p2
I
A,
!
kz
2.72 6 .4 0 0.803 0 .0 9 3
3.0 8.00 0.808 0.117
3.2 9.24 0.812 0.138
3.5 11.25 0 .815 0 .164
3.8 13.44 0 .820 0 .189
4.09 15.73 0 .826 O.2O 9
4.37 18.09 0 .831 0.20 5
4.7 2 1 .0 9 0.835 0 .237
5.0 24.00 0 .843 0.246
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4:. Gamma-Garnma AngulBr correl-atIons In Re __.
a) Introduction -
187
The ra.dioactive iecay of M  to the levels of
187 l“l2
Re has been studied by various authors . The decay
1 R7
scheme of have been well established. The spin and parity
1-87
assignments to the various levels of Re have been made on
the basis of internal conversion coefficient studies"^’ half
life meaBurements'^'’^  and intensity considerations^ Some
187
spin assignments to the levels of Ee have also been made
•^u  ^ ^   ^• 4- - - 1-3, 10-11
on the basis oi direetional correlation stuaies ’
But some of the results are not in agreement with each other-
For instance Kleintovskaya and Shavrin^^ and Michaelis^ suggested
spin 9/2 for the ^ 6  keV level, while Behrend and Neurt*^ have
suggested spin 3/2 for the same level. Similarly A m s  and
2
Vfidenbeck have assigned spin 7/2 to the 686 keV level on
the basis of their angular correlation studies. But other 
2,4,8
authors have assigned spin 6/2 to this level, in viev;
of this situation, it v;as felt worthwhile to remeasuj?e the 
angular correlation of 72-134 keV and 552-134 keV cascades to 
resolve the uncertainties about the spin afsignments and to 
obtain more precise limits for the quadrupole admixture of the 
gamma rays involved.
b) Experimental Techniques and source preparation ~
1 R^ 7
The isotope VI "^^ "1/2 ~ 24 h) was obtained in the 
form of Sodium Tungustate in a liquid' solution. Bor studying
1 R7
89
the gamrfla spectra and gamma-gainiria comncidences, Nal(Tl)
crystels of 5.1x4.4 cm. size were used. The source was
prepared in a thin perspex cell having a cylindrical cavity
of 2 mm. diameter. The detectors were placed at a distance
of 7 cm. from the source. For angular correlation studies,
the movable detector was moved at five angular positions
between 90° and 100°. The strength of the source was so
adjusted that the true to chance coincidence ratic^ quite
high in all the measurements. The data after subtracting
the chance coincidences was least square fitted by the method
of Rose^^ and the solid angle corrections^^ were applied.
The angular correlation coefficients obtained from the present
studies are listed in table 1. The results of other workers
are also given for comparison. T h e  p a r t i a l  l e v e l  scheme o f  
j^elSV shown i n  f i g . 3 5 .
c) Results •
72-»'134 keV cascade Angular correlation 
The 72 keV and 134 keV peaks were accented in 
narrow channels. The angular correlation function corrected 
for solid angle was found to be ,
( 0- ) = 1-(0.0128:50.0106) PgCcos 0-)+(0 .0l36:lP .0119) P^Ccos ^  )
In the above correlation function, the interfer/'ing 
coincidences are present due to the following cascades -
i )   ^ K-x-ray of 72 keV gamma-ray a M  134 keV gamma ray.
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ii) K-X-ray of 552 keV gaamia ray and 134 keV gatmna ray*
ili) Compton background of 552 keV gamma ray (in the
72 keV regionj and 134 keV gamma rs.y.
iv) K-x-ray of 134 keV gamma ray and the comipton back­
ground of 552 keV gamma ray (in the 134 keV region)
T i''jQ «t_
Angular correlation coefficients
Author
1
^^ 2
I
*4
Mi chaelis^
72-134 keV cascace 
-0 .047 + 0 .024 iO .004 + 0.041
Behrend & Neurt^ -0 .299 + 0 .033 0.091 + 0.045
10
Gupta & Bajaj: -0 .02l9f).0l46 -0 .042liP .0426
Present work. -0 .023840 .0195
■iO .0251^0 .0221
Arns and Midenbeck'^
552-134 keV cascade 
-tO .316 + 0 .018
-0.086 i 0.027
Michaelis^ -0 .034 + 0 .017 -0 .007 + 0 .030
Gupta&BajaJ; -0.0235^.0132 -tO .0299+0 .0235
Present work.
-0 .0247:!P.010 5 -fO .0286:rp .Ol-Xl
The(main interferj^ence in this cag.ca.de comes out from '
i) . The contributions cue to (ii) , (iii) and (iv) were found
negligible. The contribution due to interfer/‘ence i) -was
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estimated by taking into pccount the K-conversion co­
efficient of the 72 keV. gamma ray, fluorescence yield corre­
ction and iodine escaPe probability. The K-conversion co­
efficient of the 72 keV gamma ray has ceen measured by Bisgu^rd 
et al"^ 5 G;^;llagher et al^^ =ind Bashandy et al^^. Taking 
oLh = 0.9 4 the interferrence due to this item comes
out to be, (46+9)^. This interfer/ence is inotropic. Applying 
the correction for this interferi'-ence, the angular correlation 
function becomes -
M  ( e-) =1-(0.0238f) .0195) P^(cos €r )+(0 .0251^ .0221) P (cos <9- )
The spins of ground state and first excited state are 
vjell established to be 5/2 and 7/2 from half life measurements. 
From the beta log ft- v-lue consider-tions, following spin 
sequences are possible for this cascade -
i) 9/2 (1,2) 7/2 (1,2) 5/2
ii) 7/2 (1,2) 7/2 (1,2) 5/2
iii) 5/2 (1,2.) 7/2 (1,2) 5/2
iv) 3 /2(2,3) 7/2 (1,2) 5/2
If one takes the soin 7/2 for the gOo keV level, it 
requires a negative A.^  term, where as the experimental value is 
nositive. Hence the spin sequence 7/2 (1,2) 7/2 (1,2) 5/2 is 
not possible. If one takes the spin 3/2 for this level, the 
72 keV gamma ray, whicij originates from this level becomes a
92
quadrupole transition. But froi the conversion studies, 
we know that the 7l. keV ganiL.a ray. is pure E]_
transition, which rules out the possibility of spin 3/2 
for the 20 6 keV level. If one takes the spin 5/2 for the 
206 keV level, then one would expect an intense crossover 
transition from this level to the ground state. As there 
is no intense ground state transition from the second excited 
state, the spin 5/2 for this level is also not possible.
Therefore the most probable spin for this level is 9/2 and 
this cascade foil -\is the spin sequence 9/2 (1,2) 7/2 (1,2)
5/2. B'ig. 36a. shows the graphical analysis of the corre- 
la.tion coefficients in terms of the above spin sequence.
The 72 keV transition has been well, studied by the
/ I  _  Q
internal conversion coefficient measurements" and is a 
K-farbidden trans.'.':ion with a maximum quadrupole admixture
c^OoOSyo. The maximriri quadrupole admixture has been estimated 
from the ijetsurement of sub-shell conversion coefficient^'. 
Taking this value of (0 .00o«^ 0 .0008) , the quadrupole
admixtures in the 134 ke'/ gain-,a rqy comes out to be 0.0209,^
0.105.
The higher value of Qg is not possible On the basis 
of internal conversion coefficient stucies, v/hich requires 
< 0.23. Thus the valueofquadrupole admixture for the 134 
keV gamma rgy comes out to be ~ 0.0625 + 0.0425 corresponding
93
to Qj X  0.0008. This result is in fairly good agreemer.t with
1 10 
those of Michaelis ^na Gupta and Bajaj
552-134 keV cascade angular correla.tion 
After gpplying the/solid angle corrections, the 
correlation function was found to be -
W ( 0 )= 1-(0.0247 1 0 .0l05)Pg<cos &  ) + (0 .0286^0 .0171) (cos &  )
In this cascade the oossible interfertence can be
due to the skipped correlation of 480-134 keV cascade. The 
contribution of the 480 keV photopeak in the 552 keV photo­
peak is about 8^. The life time of the 20 6 keV level is 
0.55 JLa. sec. • The resolving time of the coincidence circuit
is 0.l5 • Hence the interferfing coincidences due to this
skipped correlation comes out to be about 1.4^ of the total 
coincidence counts. No correction was thus applied for them.
The above correlation function is in agreement with those of
Michaelis^ and Gupta <S- but diffeers from that of Arns
2
and widenbeck .
As discussed earlier the spins of the ground and 134 keV 
states are 5/2 a.nd. 7/2 respectively. From the conversion studies^ 
the 552 keV gamma ray is oredeminently atv transition with a 
slight quadrupole admixture. Thus the possille spins for the 
686) keV level can be 5/2, 7/2 and 9/2.
But the spin 7/2 c,an be rejected as it repuires a negative
94
term in the angular correlation function, where as the 
experimental value is: positive. The 480 keV gamma ray 
originating from 686 keV level and terminating at 206 ke\/' 
level is reported to be pure transition from the internal 
conversion coefficient studies"^* The spin of the 20 6 ke'/ level 
is assigned to be 9/2 from the earlier discussion. Hence the 
only possible spin for the 686 keV level is 5/2. The spin 
9/2 does not satisfy the conversion data. Therefore this 
cascade follows the spin sequence 5/2 (1,2) 7/2 (1,2) 5/2.
Fig. 36b. shows the graphical analysis of the correlation 
coefficients in terms of the above spin sequence. Taking the 
values of quadrupole admixture for 134 keV gamn.a ray from 
the previous angular correlation experiment the quadrupole 
admixture in the 552 keV gam.;ia ray comes out to be 0.04 
or 0,86 ^ ^ 1.00. The higher values can be rejected from
the internal conversion coefficient considerations'^’ Hence 
the quadrupole admixture in the 552 keV gamma ray comes out 
to be 0.04.
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5. K.Shell Internal Conversion Coefficient Measurement
for the 279 keV trancitlon in T l ^ ^
a) Introdugtlon
The Intern'll conversion coefficients of the
1-forbidden transitions in odci-Z nuclei have been
1-7
a subject of interest in the last fev; years • These tran­
sitions are exTected to exhibit nuclear penetration effects*
203
The xv-conversion coefficient of the 279 keV ray of T1
oQ 3
from the beta decay of Hg have been measured by sever-^1 
8-2l
authors using different techniques. The values using 
scintillation technique are slightly higher than those obtained 
by beta ray s’^ ectrometer. "'Je have remeasured the X-she,411 
internal conversion coefficient ' * for this transition
using scintillation technique to estimate the nuclear pene­
tration e-ffects.
^^ Measurement a^d experimental techniques •-
source was obtained from Bhabha Atomic
o
research Centre Trcmbay, Bombay, in the liquid form. The 
source was prepared in a perspex cell of 2 mm. internal diameter. 
The source was sealed after it became dry.
The singles gamma ray spectrum was taken v/ith a scin­
tillation spectrometer consisting of Mai (Tl) crystal of 5-1
cm. height and 4.4 cm. thickness* The resolution 6.f the spectro-
137
meter was 9/o for the 662 keV gamma ray of Cs • The gamma soectrui
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of Hg is shown in fig. 37, when the source was at a 
distance of 7«»nfroni the detector.
To measure the a -conversion coefficient of the 279 
keV g'^ .mma ray, the areas under the Iv-x-ray peak and the 
photo peak of 279 keV gamma-ray are measured after applying 
various corrections. The|iv-shell conversion coefficient can 
be determined by knowing the intensities under the photo­
peaks of the K-x-ray. and Y-ray . i.e. -
= Xx-Cii-Es) ftr Ay 
ly • Ax-
where and ly are the measured intensities of x-ray and 
gamma ray, Kx and Hy are the ratios of photo-peak areas to 
total areas for the x-ray -'nd y-ray, and are the 
intrinsic detection efficiencies for the X-ray ana jf^ -ray, 
and Ay are the attenuation factors due to absorption between
the source and the crystal for the x-ray and V-ray respectively
and U)’^ and are the fluorescence yield and the escape peak 
corrections.
The correc--tion for the absorption of K-x-rays and y-ra.ys
in the alumunium oxide and the alumunium can surrounding the
crystal was applied. The correction factor for the 70 ke'7 x-ray 
was found to be 0.864 and that for the 279 keV ga.mma ray was
qO 3
found to be 0.932. Th^thickness of the aluniunium oxide and 
the alumunium can surrounding the crystal were 0.81 mm. a.nd 
1.5 mm. res :^ectively. Correction \;as also aPolied due to 
absorotion in the perspex surrounding the source.
The escape peak of the 279 keV gamma ray cannot be
separated from its ohoto peak so no correction was apilied
for the escape peak of 279 keV gamjna ray. The escaPe peak
of 70 keV x-ray is quite separate from its photo oeak. The
22
escape oeak correction v;as applied to the total number of 
counts under the k-x-ray photo peak. The fraction of C-x-ray 
which gives rise to escape peak at this energy are found to 
be D'l* Knov/ing this factor, the total number of K-x-rays
«
was obtained.
The total number of counts due to I\-x-ray as well as
the 279 keV gamme ray were determined with the help of -'hoto
to total area curve. The values of photo to total areas for
the 70 keV x-ray ^nd 279 keV gaOffiia ray are 1.00 »nd 0.84
respectively. The intrinsic detection efficiency of the
Nal (Tl) for the 7 cm. source to crystal cist^^nce W9S ta>.en
23from the diagrams of harion
In order to aetermine the true number of x-rays, the
po 3
K-shell fluorescence yield factor for Tl was ta-^ -en from 
the tables of "Japstra^^* From this table the value of fluore­
scence yield t)- is 0 . 954.
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RiiSULTS Of K-CCI.:VE:.£I0K CO^FP'ICILKT o f 279 keV
_____ __________Q aM IA-RaY in ________________
Author Method
I
Heath^ Stnt. X/f 0 .23iP .01
9
J ohanson 11 0 .21
Thulin^^ S Ce/p 0 ,l54iP .015
Xl
Mapstara S Ce/p 0.1411P .015
12
Doerner Ce X//9 0.147
^  13 harty
14
S. Ce/p 0.2.05fD .010
K ordling £ , Ce/f 0 .l59iP .040
T- ■ -1Eael S Ce/f O.lSiP.Ol
16
ItiEolf son S Ce/ 1 9 o.isjp.oi
Nijgh^"^ £  C e / ^ 0 .163+0.003
Ramaswaml^^ Scint. X/y 0.195iP.0l4
X. 1Hurley Scint. X/y 0.175^0 .036
20
Suba Rao Sc. Pe/Ce 0.15+0.02
Taylor^l 4 7\p5 Sc.V 0 .1624+0 .0017
Present. Scint. X/i 0.179+0 .013
5 = S>^ 2<^ o'>v\etey (AilkpiA
•St.-Ijv ScM^ \. — ScCiAtXW-oXi.iK'. Slp€i^ O'Vrt.€^ ar 'VWiWsdL 
C-C = Ce^ v-eJi,4jl9^  <j(![fl.civOv^
Pe - -e£e^(r^‘
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c) Result and Discussion
After substituting all the quantities in eq.l, 
was found equal to 0.179. The statistical error was 
of the order of 2/.? • The total errors in the value of o(|^
were estimated to about 7/&. Thus ,
= 0 . 1 7 9 + 0 . 0 1 3
This value of is in good agreement with other
measurements, but slightly higher than the jS-ray spectro-
25
meter values as shown in table 1. The theoretical value
of the conversion coefficient for and type of tra.nsition
for 279 keV gamma ray are 0 . 394 and O.O76 respectively. The
measured value ofo^ ^ requires that the transition is mixed^^
29
and this transition is retarted by a factor of about 1000
30
with respect to the single particle estimate
1
Church and vrenessor have pointed out the finite nuclear 
size effects in the internal conversion process* This effect 
is due to the lenetration of conversion electrons inside the 
nuclear surface* The penetration effects are very predemi­
nent in those cases which are forbidden by some selection rules* 
The 1-forbidden transitions are of this type* The parameter 
^  , which is oefined as the ratio of the magnitude of the
penetration matrix element to the corresponding gam.“- ray matrix
101
element, A  —  ha^ bst,n calculated froi. the
present exoeiimentpl results.
The mixing ratio ''araoieter for this
transition has Deen determined by KcGov/an and btelson^^,
Deutch and Metzer^"^ and herrianaer and Graham^^. A value 
of 1.40 + U.IO was ta^ '-en'^ .^ bsing this value of ^  ,
tne exPerirsenta'l'conversion coefficient was calculated,
~ , 1-4
assuming the i pert is ineffective in the penetration effect.
The experi'lental i^2 conversion coefficient mbs salculated the
, 31
relation
'1
The value of ^^(exp) came out to be 0.377:5^.016
from the above expression. Tl.e value of the par-:^meter A  was
31deteriLined in a si.iiiiar as aiscut-^ed uy Gtrholru et al and
was found to be 75.1+1.o. This value of X  is quite high^^ 
and indicates that the penetration matrix element plays an 
imaortant role in this transition.
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£, T U D Y__0__F__T H E __S Y S T E M  A T I C E
1 • Systematlcs of tr^n.qltIons__In even even nuclei
a ) Introduction -
In the last few years a considerable ?mount of 
experimental ' dat-:^  on the transition probabilities of the 
Eg transitions from the first 2 excited state to the ground 
state of even even nuclei have been ’ou--'lished. (for ref see 
table 1) . Of -oarticular interest are the life time measure­
ments in the non-spheric^l nuclei. The study of the rela­
tions between the life times and the nuclear parameters 
have proved very useful. Thejcollective nature of the Eg
transitions in the non-spherical nuclei have teen discussed
1-10
by several authors . The most oopular theory is due to 
5-7
Davydov et al * Tn this theory the non-spherical even - 
even nuclei are assumed to be axially asym-netric. The eauil- 
ibrium shape of the nucleus may be represented by a triaxial 
ellipsoid with the help of two parameters and Yo
In the present survey we have observed the systematic vari­
ations of the ratio of the measured half life to that pre-
8
dieted by the single particle estimate , as a function of 
the Parameter ' ' which determines the neviatio’::s of the
shape of the nucleus from axial symmetry.
Earlier studies on the^Eg transitions between the first 
+ ^
2 excited state to the 0 ground state in the even even nucl ei
chapter IV..
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have shown that they are enhanced compared to the single, 
particle estimate. This enhancement of the transition 
probabilities have been explained by the interactions of
the vibrational a.nd rotational bands in the Vibrational
1 ^-3
Ouadrupole Excitation theory . It has been shown thgt
the transition probabilities appro^^ch the single particle
estimates as we move from the deformed to the closed shell
4
region. Coleman has plotted the ratio of the observed
transition probabilities to that predicted by the single
Particle estimate, the so called favoured factor *F' for
each transition against the energy of the transition. The
_2
val’-te of ’F ' was approximately shown to be equal to K E ,
where K is a constant, and E is the energy of the transition
9
expressed in MeV. G-rodzins suggested that for such transitj.ons 
the oroduct F x E is constant and is nearly 17. But exper­
iments have shown that for several cases the T)roduct F x E 
is not constgnt but changes by a fVictor of about 9 from the 
lightest platinum nucleus to the lead nuclei^^. It was thought 
worthv/hile to study the deoendence of F on the nonaxiality 
parameter^ ' Yj, ’ • This may give some Idea about the model 
dependence of the transition probabilties in the deformed 
nuclei.
h ) Non-axial rotator model’ and analysis of the data
In the theory of collective excitations corresponding 
to the quadrupole vibrations of the nuclear surface, Davydov
106
et postulated the existence of fixed deformations Pp
lo
in the b and Y vibration mode by the operator,
and T|^
T_
T.
(1)
Vihere ’ootential energy of 3 and /
vibrations which can be written as ,
(2)
(3l
here are the projections of the total angular momentum 
operator on the main nuclear axes-
are given by the operator
-  I
- 2
(4)
The Parameter is called the neformation parameter, B
is a mass parameter and "(;) is called the nonaxiglity parameter■ 
This Parameter varies from 0° to 60*^  qnd^  ''etermines the
1U7
deviations of the shspe of the nucleus from axial symmetry.
6
In this mod^l of axial ^symmetry , the axes of the ellipsoid 
which gives the approximate shape of the nucleus are as 
follows •
=  R, t 1 + P” Cfe-5.Ciro-
(S)
The energy of the first 2*^  and the second 2^ excited state
J-2-
in units of _ are given by the expressions -
, 3 (l - a/PT- 8/9 j
^  ( 2 )  ( 7 )
From the experimental values of the energies of the 
first 2 and the second 2 excited states, the non-axiality 
parameter can be evaluated. In the present studies the
parameter 'Jfo has been evaluated for about 35 cases. The 
theoretical value of the half life on the basis of the single
g
particle model was calculated by the relation ,
' =  9-'5 7 .
where is expressed in MeV. The nuc'^ear radius constant
is taken as 1.2 Fermi in this formuJa» Column 6 of the 
table Ko.l gives the ratio of the experimental to the theo­
retical half lives after applying the conversion coefficient 
corrections. The total conversion coefficients were calbculated
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from the tables of £liv srg Band^^ alongwith the assumption 
that the conversion in the M pnc higher shells is equal to 
1/3 of the L shell The last column of the t^ble gives the
values of the nonaxiality parameter ’ ’ ca- culated from
equations (6) and (7) by knowing the energies of the first 
and the second 2~^  excited states given in columns (2) and 
(3) of the same table* The references are given in alphabets 
near the experi < entn.l values*
c) Results qnd discussion -
Fig.Sfi shows the pl-it of F, vrhich denotes the 
fastness of the transition vg.rsus the nonaxiality parameter 
' ic> '. It is dear from the figure that the value of 'F' 
decreases with the increase in the value of the nonaxiality 
parameter Ya* The solid line is dravm to focus the attention 
to the fact that most of the ooints couZ.d be represented 
by the equation -
*  =  -  F -V C. (9)
This equation may be useful to find out the fastness 
of the transitions for som.e of the cases in the deformed 
nuclei.
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2• Svstematicsi of K-isomerlssi -
a ) Introduction
Nuclear isomerism is a phenomenon which results 
from the existsnce of metastable nuclear states. The 
study of the nuclear isomers have been very useful in the 
development of the modern theories of the nuclear structure.
The exPeri aental information oDtainei throuxh t^ he p uny of
the isomers has provided strong support to the unified nuclear 
mo'el^. The life time of the excited states de’"'end primarily 
on the energies and the multipole cha,racters of the transi­
tions. Nuclear isomers deca;/ mostly through gamn^a em'nission. 
The lifetime of the isomeric state alongwith the tyrie of the 
gaiJima ray emitted gives infortnation about the degree of for­
biddenness of the 'crpnsition. Therefore one can expect that
2
the nuclear isomerism will lead to greater understanding of 
the nuclear process involved in the nuclear transitions. In 
this survey we have been particularly interested in the K-
isomerism of medium and heavy nuclei.
b ) D efinition of K-isomerism and nuclear structure 
No rigorous theory has so far been developed for
the medium and heavy nuclei (A ;^160) x^hich explains all their
3
prooerties. Shell m.odel has been found to explain some of 
the observed properties of these nuclei with certain mass 
numbers. The general properties of these nuclei indicate that 
collective nucleon motion plays an important part. The shape
a'ifL
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of the nuclei in this region is deformed. The nuclear
4 5
shape deviates essentially from the spherical symmetry ’ 
and a simple type of excitation due to the rotation of the 
nucleus in sPace without changing the symmetry takes place.
In this region at low excitation energies, the huclear 
spectra shows rotational bandsi The energies of the rotational
levels are given by -
. 4 \  1. T  CT. +-  1
(1)p  -  ri(i-ti-) + loCio-i-i).
where To  and X  are the spins of the ground state and the 
excited state respectively .^nd 3 is the nuclear moment of 
inertia* . The nuclear equilibriumm shape is itxially symmetric 
with respect to reflection in a plane perpendicular to the 
symmetry axis and passing through the centre of the system.
For each rotational band the component of the total angular 
momentum along the symBetry axis is called K. This is chara­
cteristic of the intrinsic configuration associated vj-ith that 
band. The simplified coupling is shown in fig*39*
The nuclear states are characterised by a set of cuantum 
numbers I, K and . Besides these, there are some other 
quantum numbers necessary to distinguish the different sinfle 
particle states in the nonspherical field,
K - The total number of nodes in the w<?i^ e function.
\ .
i'. ■
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- The total number of nodal Planes perpendicular 
to the symmetry axis- 
A  - The component of the total angular m.omentum 
along the symmetry axis.
2T - The component of the sDin ahgui ar momentum 
along the sym.metry axis* It can be notgd 
that -
K = A  ± E
The physical situation is expressed by all the quantum 
numbers in the sequence,
X  k A  I  N f \  'L. 1
in the deformed nuclei the gamma transition between 
different rotational bands depend upon the change in quantuin 
number K  in addition to the change of spin and parity.
¥here
A  K.
(2)
K-selection rule is obeyed strictly when K is a good nuantum; 
number^i.e* when the internal as well as the rotational 
motions are independent of each other. A.ctual.ly there is a 
coupling between these two forms of motion and K is only 
an approximate quantum number. Therefore the K-selection 
rule results in decreasing the transition probabilities,rather 
than in completely forbidding the transition. The degree of
117
forbiddermess of the transition is given, by -
V  = (3)
where L is the angul ar- momentum carried away by the 
radiation. In this investigation we have been interested 
in the systematics of the X-forbidden transition?. The 
datei on .the K-forbidden transitions have been compiled to 
correlate the K-forbid-’enness with the hindrance factor.
c) Compilation of Experimental data
A,ll the experi"i.ental data on the K-forbidden 
transitions have been collected from various publications 
available till July 1967. The aim of this compilation is 
to study the relation of these hindered transitions with 
respect to the above selection rule. All the data is pre­
sented in table 1. The various columns are self explanatory. 
Ue define the hindrance factor,
Tj_ (exp)
H.F. = ---
T , ( s . p •) (4)
■5-
1‘Jhere Ti (exp) is the experimental half life of the 
state after applying conversion Co-efficient and other corr­
ections and T^ (s.p) is the value of the half life predicted
0
by the single particle model •
d ) fl,nalysis of the data a.nd discussion
The electromagnetic tranpitions forhidden by the 
K-selection rules have 'reen found to have half lives ranging
from few microseconds to few hours* The highly forbidden
7-8 180 
transition occurs in Hf . The half life of the 1143 keV
state from which 57 keV transition originates is 6.5 hours.
16
This value of life time gives a hindrgnce f -?ictor of c; 10
as compared with the single :,|^ticle estiirate. Becentiy
7 8
Burdue et al BXid Borggren et al have disco''£ered some more
8 isomeric states giving K-forbidden transitions having hin-
l2 IS
drance factors of the order of c: 10 to 10 in the mass 
region 170 ^  A ^  l&i*
9
Curtis Michel suggested that the parity mixing may be 
responsible for the hindrance of X-forbidden tr^n?itiofis. If 
the spin and parity change in s psrticular transition allows 
the emmission of a photon of given multipolarity E|^ , then 
the Parity mixing allov/s a photon of multipolarity to
be also emitted. He suggested that the parity mixed transi­
tion may be detected indirectly from the polarization of the 
radiation.
Goldhaber and'M eke o w n m , ^ s u r e d  the L sub-shell con-A
180
version eoefficients for the 57 keV transition in Hf '^ nd 
■:hey found that the L sub-shell, conversion coeffic'ents are 
anomalous, and the experimental resu].ts can be expl^^ined if 
one considers this trPinsition as 90.5$ and 9.5°^  Lawson
119
11 12 
and Segel and B^umberg et al pointed out that the parity
mixing is not the explanation for the delayedness of these
transitions. They also pointed out that in the case of 57
180
keV transition in Hf . the selection rule that inhibits the
emission of radiation must a]so effect the decay of the
state by Mi radiation. Rfcently Polarisation experiments of
Pauli et al^^ and Bleuraberg et al^ "^  have revealed th-^ t the
poss-ible explan.'tion of the anomalous L shell conversion
180
coefficients in 57 keV transition in Hf ^nc 1CS4 keV tran­
sition in is not the parity mixing. They have surgested
that this anomaly is probably due to the penetration effects. 
The penetration effect -was also given the possible explaina- 
tion for the hindrance of the K-forbidden transitions by Hager
lA
and Seltzer
7
Borggreen et al have suggested that the isomeric 
states which decay via X-forbidden transitions are two quasi- 
pgrticle states. The coupling between these two is responsible 
for the K-isomerism. However the agreement between the experi­
ment and the theory is not good. \t loresent it is very hard to 
understand the hindrances of the K-forbidden transitions in 
the absence of a|rigorous 'cheory.
From the present systema.tic study of the hindrance 
factors (EF), with the forbiddenness number it is found that 
in the case of E-j_ and transitions log hindrance factor per
120
degree lorbIddenness of the transition decreases as the
degree of f orb iddenness increase from V = l t o  V  = 7.
15
Theoretically it is not possible to explain such Is.rge 
variation in log HF per degree of forbirdenness of the 
transition. In the case of the E transitions log of hindrance 
factor per degree forbiddenness of the transition decreases 
at a slower rate in comparison with and transitions.
Fig.4 $  shows the plot of log\^^2J versus V the degree of forbidd­
enness for different multiT)ole transitions.
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A B S T R A C T . The daoay of to  the levels of PmiiT has been studied using scni-
tillation and  coincidence techniques. To confirm the existence of the second 91 keV gamma 
ray  originating from the level a t  182 keV, the detection efficiency of the N a I(T1) crystal for 
the 91 keV gamma ray  was measured in the 91 keV-91 keV coincidences in  the fixed geometry. 
By comparing the experimental value of the detection efficiency w ith the standard  value, 
i t  was found th a t th e  percentage of the  second 91 keV gamma ray  is abou t {10±2)% . The 
K-conversion coefficient of the 91 keV gamma ray, which is in coincidence w ith the 599 keV 
ganama ray  has been measured to  be 1.6rt0.2. The K-conversion coefficient of the 91 keV 
gamma ray  originating from the ] 82 keV level is estim ated to^0.92±0.53.
INTRODUCTION
The decay of to the levels o f has been studied by Hans (1955), 
Cork (1958), Gunye (1961), Bem ye (1958), Mitchel (1958), Wendt (1960, Bodenstedt 
(1960) and Shastry (1964). A tentative decay scheme has been proposed by Hans 
(1955) and Gunye (1961). There are still some discrepancies regarding the second 
91 keV gamma ray in the decay scheme of Nd^*’. Wendt (1960) proposed a level 
at 182 keV on the basis o f their measured log ft values and beta intensity ratios. 
The beta group feeding this level was about 10.4%. According to their level 
scheme, this level decays by the emission of two 91 keV gamma rays in cascade. 
Gunye (1961) put an upper limit of 1% to the population of this level by the beta 
decay of Nd^*’ on the basis of their gamma—gamma coincidence and absorption 
experiments. We have measured the efficiency of N al(T l) crystal for the 91 keV 
gamma ray in the 91 keV-91 keV coincidences so as to see the existence of the 
second 91 keV gamma ray which comes from the level at 182 keV. B y comparing 
the experimental value of the detection efficiency with the value given in the litera­
ture for the standard geometry we find that there are two 91 keV gamma rays 
in cascade and the percentage of the beta group feeding the level at 182 keV is 
(10± 2)%.
E X P E B I M E N A T L  T E C H N I Q U E S
The Isotope was obtained from Isotope Division, Atomic Energy
Establishment Trombay, Bombay. The sources were prepared in perspex cells 
thick enough to absorb all betas. The internal diameter of the cylindrical 
cell was I mm. For studying the gama-gamma coincidences two cylindrical
176
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N al(T i) crystals o f 4.4 cm dia and S .l cm height were coupled with 6292 Dumont 
Photomultiplier tubes. A conventional slow-fast coincidence circuit of resolving 
time 2t =  0.15/<sec was used to study the coincidences. A single channel analyzer 
was used to select the gating pulses and the coincidence pulses were analysed with 
an Eldorado PA400 type twenty channel analyser. The source was placed at the 
intersection of the axes of the two crystals wliich are at 90° to each other.
I N T E N S I T Y  M E A S U R E M E N T S
The gamma ray spectrum of Nd^ *'^  was studied with a scintillation spectrometer 
and is shown in fig. 1 The most intense peaks are due to the K  X-ray at 
38 keV and a peak at 91 keV. All the gamma rays reported by Gunye et al, 
{196.1) can be seen in the singles spectrum. B y the stripping analysis o f the singles 
spectrum an estimate of the intensities of the unconverted gamma rays has been 
made after applying proper corrections. The intensities thus obtained are 
given in table I.
o
Fig. 1.
Pulse height in volts—>
The N dK i gam m a spootmm taken w ith a N a l(T l)  scintillator coupled with a 6292 
photom ultiplier tube.
G A M M A-G A M M  A C O I N C I D E N C E S
The coincidence studies of the various gamma rays were carried out with 
two scintillation spectrometers. The resolution of the spectrometers was about 
9 % for the 662 keV gamma rays. The coincidences were observed by placing the 
two crystals at right angle to each other at a distance of 5 cm from the source.
Fig. 2 shows the results obtained by gating the 91 keV gamma rays. It 
is clear from coincidence spectrum that there is another 91 keV gamma ray in 
coincidence with the 91 keV gamma ray. Gunye et ar(1961) have suggested that 
the peak at 91 keV in the coincidence spectrum is due to the triggering of the 
Compton of the high energy gamma rays sitting under the photopeak o f the 
91 keV gamma ray in coincidence. Since their absorption coefficient did not 
correspond to the 91 keV gamma ray, they therefore concluded that there is 
only one gamma ray and put an upper limit, o f 1% to. the upper 9 i keV gamma 
ray if  it exists. To look for the fjecond 91 keV gamma ray we measured the
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total detection efficiency of the N al(T l) crystal for the 91 keV gamma ray in  
the 91 keV-91 keV coincidences.
Fig.
Pulse height in  volts —>
Low-energy side gamma ray  spectrum in coincidence w ith the 91 keV gamma ray.
I t  was pointed out by Wendt (1960) that the level at 182 keV is fed only 
through the beta decay of Nd^^^ . Let x and y  be the fractions of the beta 
transition feeding the levels at 182 keV and 91 keV respectively as shown in 
fig. 3. The number of 91 keV gamma rays in the triggering gate channel is :
Fig. 3. Lower excited states of Pm^^'', populated by the beta decay of Nd* '^ ,^
x-\-y
. 1-faTi
... (1)
where is the fraction of the total 91 keV gamma rays in the gate channel, 
is the solid angle subtended by the source at the crystal, is the intrinsic detection 
efficiency of the N al(T l) crystal and aTj and ax2 are the total conversion coefficients 
of the upper and lower 91 keV gamma rays respectively. Similarly the coin­
cidence counting rate between the two 91 keV gamma rays is :
e,a>jU Ji e,(o„
(2)1+OCti l-j-0iT2
here egWa is the total detection efficiency of the second crystal in the dispaly 
channel for the 91 keV gamma rays. I f  the upper 91 keV gamma ray is channelled
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TABLE I
Gamma ray  
Energy (keV) -
Unconverted ganama-ray intensities 
per thousand disintegrations
Present work Gunye e t al (1961)
91 (a-|-o) 310 275
120 10 8
199 8 6
277 13 14
310 4 6
322 28 32
400 12 16
413 10 7
442 18 20
491
533 J
3
115
3
126
699 8 6
680 9 10
TABLE II
S.N. n
N s
Total detection efficiency
(e2«2 )
Experim ental Theoretical
1 4 0.173 0.0824
2 6 0.123 0.064
3 8 0.099 0.050
4 10 0.082 0.043 0.042
5 12 0.071 0.038
6 14 0.065 0.034
7 15 0.063 0.032
llie lower gamma ray is displayed and vice versa. So the coincidence counting 
rate is doubled. Dividing eq. 2 by eq. 1 we get :
_______2^ e^ 2________
* ( l+ a T . ) + ( a : + 2 / ) ( l+ a T j ]
In the above equation are the true counts of the gate channel of the coin­
cidence circuit. In  the observed counts, a part of them are due to the Compton 
of the high energy gamma rays sitting under the photopeak at 91 keV, that is;
=  Ny^^+NBs ... (4)
where corresponds to the counts due to the compton of the high energy 
gamma rays and to the counts due to the 91 keV gamma ray. Similarly
we have,
=  Ny_y^^-^^ +  Ns^^-B ... (5)
where corresponds to  the coincidence counts between the 91 keV gamma
raj' and the Compton due to the high energy gamma rays which are in coincidence 
with 91 keV gamma ray and to the true 91 keV—91 keV coincidences.
From the analysis o f the singles spectrum it is possible to find the value of 
which is given by the following expression :
=  . . .  (6)
where a is the fraction of gamma rays having energy higher than 91 keV and
Ura-x the average value of their total conversion coefficient. It is interesting to  
note that which appears in eq. 6 cancels out in the final equation 9. The 
quantity /a is the fraction of these high energy gamma rays which are lying under 
the photopeak at 91 keV and ei“®®coi is the average value of the total detection  
efficiency for these high energy gamma rays; it  is also satisfying to note that 
this quantity also does not appear, in the final expression. Similarly is
giv€in by the following equation ;
Here/3 is the fraction of the total high energy gamma rays which are in coincidence 
with the 91 keV gamma ray. Hence
W 2/3
N g 9 1 - B  1 + a T a o ^ ,  I+ O C T 2 ( g )
1+OCrave
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From eqs. 3 and 8 we get
A ./3  ... (9)
l+ iX T g
__f3-NsH^ (l+cir2)+(x+y)(l+arJ]
Ny^y^^-^^ {1+ ar,.) . Ny^^ . 2x  ^ '
.NsB
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By the analysis of the singles spectrum, the value of can be calculated. 
The value of /g was calculated from the decay scheme of Nd^*’. In the present
^  9 1 - H
case it came out to be 0.38. The values o f -  * were calculated by taking
Jyy_y
y  equal to 65% and varying x from 4% to 15% as shown in Table II. Knowing 
this ratio the values of and were calculated from eq. 5 as a
function of x. Using eq. 3, the value of total detection efficiency eaWj was cal­
culated as shown in Table II. In calculating egCOj the values of conversion 
coefficients'aTi and cor^  were calculated from the tables of Rose (1958) assuming
I
Pulse height in volts 
Fig. 4. Gamma ray  spectrum in  coincidence w ith the .599 kev gamma rays.
the upper 91 keV gamma ray as 100% M-^  and the lower 91 keV as a mixture of 
95% and 5% as discussed in section 5. For comparison the theoretical 
value of the detection efficiency for the crystal used was taken from the Nuclear 
Data Tables (1960). This value agrees with the experimental value when the 
value of X is (10db2)%.
V. T H E  a» M E A S U R E M E N T S
To measure the conversion coefficient of the lower 91 keV gamma ray the 
fixed channel was set around 599 keV and the sliding channel was run at low 
energies. The photo-areas under the K-'X-ts.j peak and the 91 keV peak 
(Fig. 4) were corrected for absorption, detection efficiency of the crystal, escape 
peak correction etc. The fluorescence yield correction, Wapstra (1959) was also 
applied to the X-ray peak. A value of 1 .6± 0 .2  was obtained for the K  conversion 
coefficient. This value is in agreement with the value measured by Hans (1955).
To have an estimate about the Z'-eonversion coefficient of the upper 91 keV 
gamma ray, coincidences were recorded on the low energy side by triggering with 
the 91 keV gamma ray as shown in fig. 2. ^-conversion coefficient was measured 
from the coincidence spectrum as described earlier, after applying various cor­
rections, and came out to be 1.26±0.25. This value nearly corresponds to the 
average value of the conversion coefficients for the upper and the lower 91 keV
gamma rays. The conversion coefficient for the lower 91 keV gamma ray is 1.6
± 0 .2  as stated above. The conversion coefficient for the upper 91 keV gamma 
ray comes out to be 0.92±0.53. The theoretical value for the K - conver­
sion coefficients for and type of transitions are 0.29, 1.62 and 1.31
respectively. Thus we conclude that the upper 91 keV gamma ray is most pro­
bably S'!!*! the lower 91 keV gamma ray is either or M l  with a smaD
admixture of E^. From the preliminary study of the 91-91 keV cascade angular 
correlation we have found that the lower 91 keV gamma ray contains a quadrupole 
admixture of 5% assuming the upper 91 keV gamma ray as 100%Mi.
The authors are thankful to Professor Rais Ahmed for his stimulating 
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